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By Mike DI Marco 
Daily staff writer 
The California State University Chancel-
lor's presidential review team has wrapped 
up its three-day on -campus evaluation of 
SJSU President Gail 
Fullerton and is on its 
way back to the Long 
Beach  headquarters to 
make its report. 
The three -member team's report
 will be 
presented to the CSU Board of Trustees at its 
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 in the 
conference  
room of 
Tower  Hall. 
"All 
our  findings 
have to be 
put to-
gether," Jones said. -Then,
 a dratt is put to-
gether." After the draft is concluded, she 
said, a final report is sent to the trustees. 
"Our
 three-day visit to the campus is for 
interviews on a one-on-one
 basis," said Pfau, 
the founding president of Cal State San Ber-
nardino. 
"We make no judgements, we just sub-
mit our findings." 
"We have tried to reach a broad and rep-
resentative spectrum of people from the cam-
pus," Pfau said. Before the team's three-day 
visit to SJSU, he said letters were sent to va-
rious members of the university. 
"By the time we finish," Jones said, "we 
will have interviewed about 70 
people."  
"Our questions range from what type of 
administrative decisions the president has 
made, her ties with the community 
and  her 
leadership abilities, as well as her interaction 
with students," Pfau said. 







Daily staff writer 
Democratic vice 
presidential  candidate Geraldine 
Ferraro put on a SJSU sweat shirt 
and attacked the poli-
cies  of President Reagan after arriving 80 
minutes
 late to 
the SJSU 
Student
 Union Ballroom in her brief campaign 
stop last night. 
Ferraro entered the ballroom at 9:20 p.m. and 
spoke 
for about 25 minutes. 
"It's great to be back in the 
home state of the next ex -
president
 of the United States," she said to the 
cheers of 
an 
estimated  1,000 people inside the 
ballroom.
 More than 
500 others
 were listening through speakers in 
the S.U. am-
phitheater  outside. 
"This
 election is 
about  four great 
American prin-
ciples." Ferraro said. Those 
principles Include better ed-
ucation, individual freedom, a toxic
-free environment 
and peace with 
foreign
 countries. 
"The best way 
to
 unlock the doors of opportunity is 
with a good 
education,"
 Ferraro said. 
Reagan has cut education funding and deteriorated 
the educational institutions
 in America, she added. 
"Ronald Reagan gave us 
James  Watt once and Ann 
Burford twice. Things will be different under Walter Mon -
dale," she said 
referring  to the environment. "There is no 
future unless we are free from 
toxic wastes." 
In her fourth principle Ferraro said Reagan is the 
first president since Hoover not to meet with the Soviets 
and the first since the nuclear age not to sign 
anuclear 
weapons treaty with the Soviets. 
"Walter Mondale will come to the negotiation table," 
she said. 
On Foreign Policy Ferraro said, "We need a presi-
dent who cares more about protecting American lives 
than
 about protecting his image." 
Ferraro 
also  blasted Reagan for emulating  and quot-
ing Harry Truman and 
John F. Kennedy. 
"Ronald
 
Reagan  has been riding Truman's train try-
ing to re-create his 
whistle stop tour, but he doesn't quote 
what Truman said on that tour," Ferraro said. "Truman 
said 'Any farmer 
who votes Republican should have his 
head 
examined.'  " 
continued
 on page 
10 
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olive director of the Santa Clara 
Republican Party. 
"We have no guarantee that new 
district lines would make districts 
more competitive or more fair," 
Sager said. "Let's educate the voters 
so that the legislators will feel ac-
countable to them." 
The legislature has ignored the 
will of the voters as seen with Propo-
sition 24, Walker said. Proposition 24 
was the Paul Gann initiative 
on
 the 
June 1984 ballot, which was approved 
by the voters. It 
sought  to impose cer-
tain limitations on spending and leg-
islative  appointments. 
Walker said he doesn't believe 
legislators act accountable. The cur-
rent district lines
 are non-compet-
itive and insure protection for the in-
cumbent
 thus eliminating 
accountability,
 Walker said. 
"It's like having the fox 
guarding  
the hen 
house  when we ask the Legis-
lature to 
draw  up the districts," 
Walker
 said. 
Proposition 39, if passed, would 
take the 
responsibility  of reappor-
tioning 
congressional
 and legislative 
district lines out of the hands of the 
state Legislature and give it to an 






 The judges would
 be picked 
by lot and they would
 redraw 45 con-
gressional and 120 
legislative
 dis-
tricts for 1986. 
Currently, 
district
 lines are re-
drawn every 
ten  years after a nation-
wide
 census has been 
conducted.  The 
purpose is to 
equalize districts 
according to 
population  to improve 
representation. 
After 
the 1980 census a 
state leg-




state lines and the 
Republicans 
have charged
 them with gerryman
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president," 
Leveilee  said. "For
 the five-year 
evaluation,  the 
visiting  team is 
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 Tom McEnery 
was on the attack
 yesterday morn-
ing, assailing
 the city's form of coun-
cil-manager
 government, by nature,
 
as unresponsive and citing 
the incom-
petence of city employees for 860 mil-
lion worth of bad
 bond investments. 
"The city's outgrown the system 
of government," McEnery said. 
McEnery was invited to the SJSU 
campus by Political Science Prof. 
Terry Christensen to coincide with 
his class on urban politics. Eager 
stu-
dents bombarded the mayor with a 
multitude of questions concerning the 
mayor's formal and informal author-
ity, as well as San Jose's economic 
and political future. 
McEnery,neatly dressed in a 
dark blue, 
pin-striped  suit, addressed 
,he packed classroom in a witty 
and 
humorous style, which created an in-
formal and relaxed environment for 
inquisitive students. He  was assisted 
by his press secretary, Mary Ellen 
It tner. 
McEnery 
spent  a major portion 
of the 50-minute 
conference dis-
cussing the council-manager
 form of 
government in San
 Jose and the re-
cent 
loss
 of $60 million 
due to bad in-
vestment
 strategy. 
"The system of government 
in 
San Jose is unresponsive to the needs 
of the city," he said. 
McEnery  pointed out that it was 
his grandfather who helped reform 
the city's form of government from a 
strong -mayor to the council-manager 
form of government. 
"The real power is far removed 
from the elected officials," he said. 
"The people held accountable should 
have the power. 
"I would rather 




 the loss of $60 mil-
lion, the
 mayor said there are per-
sons in City Hall that have been there 
for 25 years and are no longer compe-
tent to handle the volume of business 
generated in a city that has grown 
considerably in recent 
decades. 
"There are a lot of time bombs 
just waiting to go off," McEnery said 
of employees unqualified for the posi-
tions they hold. 
The mayor said that the
 suit 
against Price Waterhouse, the city's 
outside auditor, is warranted be-
cause the  auditors deleted vital infor-
mation in their year-end audit that 
would have allowed the cities bad in-
vestment strategy to become appar-
ent to the mayor and city council. 
McEnery said as a result of the 
bond loss, he has formed a five -mem-
ber panel of corporate leaders to as -
Mayor Tom McEnery 
. . . wants restructuring 
sist the city
 with future investment 
strategy.
 
The mayor also criticized the 
civil service 
system.
 He recently 
changed the status of his
 private sec-
retary from the civil
 service system 
to that of a 
contractual employee. 
"Civil service is a major problem 
in a lot of areas. At one 
time
 it was 
important to limit 
patronage  and 
civil service was
 a guard against 
that. But now, it 
would  be a massive 
project to change the
 civil service. It 
takes six months sometimes
 to make 
a change," McEnery 
said.  
He also said that he 
is in favor of 
Measure A, a measure 
which  would 
increase the sales tax by one-half 
percent 
for the construction 
and 
maintenance  of highways.
 He said if 
the measure passes, 
the 10-year con-
struction of Route 85 from 
San Jose to 
Cupertino would be a priority 
of the 
funds. 
Concerning the  mayor's perfor-
mance to date, he stated
 San Jose's 
recent passage of a 
toxic material or-
dinance as being a model ordinance 
for other cities to follow. He 
also  said 
that he is attempting to 
eliminate the 
downtown 
pornography  area on 
South First Street by virtue of land 
use decisions, not by inundating the 
area with 
extra police. 
McEnery pointed out that 
San 
Jose's future should be better due to a 
growing tax -base, spurred by the in-
creased movement of high-tech cor-
porations locating within the city's 
borders.
 
"There  is so much vitality in Sili-
con Valley,"
 he said. "San Jose is a 
city with all its 
future  ahead of it, be-
cause now we have the money to fol-
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drawings and 
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Feeder  said 
Norman is 
in his late 
50s 



























Kissinger  is very 
visible,  he said. 
In 
response  Charles 
Whitcomb,  SUBOD 
member, 
said he did not 
believe  there were 
political 
motives  in purchasing 
the painting. 
If the 
painting  was taken 
down
 it would 
need to be put 
into





 that it would 
cost 
8250 to 
reassemble  it. 
SUBOD 
has  referred the 
matter to the 
house  committee, 
chaired
 by Roger Thorn-
ton, for 
further  consideration.
 Thornton did 
comment 
that he does not 
believe  in taking a 
painting 
down
 just to please 
one person. 
In
 other action the 
Recreation  and 
Events
 Center User 








 alumni and general 
public  
fees
 will be determined by 
SUBOD  at a time 
near the opening of 
the proposed facility. 
The policies for
 current students and 
former 
students will be 
as follows: 
Former students who have paid into 
the Rec Center will
 receive free use for the 
number of semesters 
equal  to the number 
they have paid 
the fee, commencing with 
the opening 
of the center. 
. Current 
students
 will pay the full se-
mester  fee. 
The User 
Policy  Committee also sub-
mitted priorities for scheduling activities in 
the 
Rec Center. First priority will be for stu-
dent recreational use  both free time and in-
tramural; second priority will be for major 
student -sponsored events concerts, lec-
tures, etc., third priority will be for univer-
sity uses - 
inter -collegiate athletics and aca-
demic programs, which will be subject to 
appropriate fees and rentals. 
The 




 passed with 
a 13-0-1 vote. 
SUBOD
 also engaged 
in discussion 
about  a pro-Rec Center
 letter that Barrett 
had sent
 to the 
Spartan
 Daily. 
Ted Gehrke, program 
board adviser, 
said he was 
unhappy
 with the editing of the 
letter and motioned 
that
 the board take out 
an advertisement in the newspaper with the 
full text of the letter intact. Gehrke later 
withdrew his motion. SUBOD 
member  
Larry Dougherty 
suggested  the letter be re-
submitted to the Spartan Daily requesting 
the full letter be printed on the forum page 
The discussion was ended when a motion to 
adjourn took precedence over the proposed 
motion to resubmit the letter. 
Page?
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all, a liberal arts
 edu-
cation is 
the study of a 
variety  of subjects 
and 
this 























 Ed, classes are




 as they 
stand 
are a spider web
 for emotional 
stress.  Stu-
dents don't 
consider  the 
requirements  helpful. 
Instead,
 they represent a 







different  from previous
 advisers. It's no 
surprise students
 view General Ed,  as 
having  
been
 designed  specifically
 to trap them. 
Rar-
ely will a 
student receive 
proper
 counseling. It 
is even rarer that 
a student will graduate
 in 
four
 years with a bachelor's
 degree  mainly 
because 









 ones offers little conso-
lation to students
 still under them. 
Current efforts 
to simplify the 
require-
ments  are commendable.
 The addition of op-
tions for students 
enables
 them to resolve con-
flicts
 when "Plan A" fails. 
It is 




Studies,  which is in charge
 
of general education, 
plans  to confront this 
task of simplifying




 the Student 
Union,  
The 
Senate  has planned an 
extensive re-
view of General Ed. 
for Monday. One General 
Ed. student
 adviser said, however,
 that the re-
sults from the retreat 
will  probably further 
confuse students. 
All 
we ask out of this retreat




 that don't 
need 
interpretation.
 If advisers cannot 
agree 
on what has been 
"clearly"  required, how are 
students
 expected to be 




 refer to being
 on the five -
to-six year plan 
because of difficulties
 they en-
counter with new 
requirements or 







advisers  are a must 
if this university 
expects  to end the 
nightmare  
of General Ed. 
When man treats 
earth like trash 
The greatest pleasures in life are free, someone once 
said, and as corny
 as it sounds, that idiom often proves 
true.
 
One of my greatest pleasures was fishing trips with 
my younger brothers or friends to a nearby creek, alive 
with steelhead trout. For the cost of worms and gas
 for 
the 15 mile drive, I could fish for the tastiest treats that 
nature can provide. 
But this 





 the rod 
and reel will stay 
hidden






this year, that stream is a disposal 
site; the fish that for 
thousands of years swam 
inland to spawn are dead. Their 
offspring have yet 
to return, and the other wildlife that 
claimed 
the area as their home, have moved on. 
On the night of January 1, 1982. a worker at Gilroy's 
municipal sewage treatment plant was ordered to bull-
doze 
a levee to let the city's sewage water run into  the 
creek to keep the plant from flooding. For two years af-
terward, the worker, Ray Gonzales, was ordered to con-
tinue dumping sewage into the stream. 
As Gonzales and his fellow workers, Richard Marti-
nez and Ambrosio Rodriguez, recall it, pipes between the 
domestic waste water ponds and the plant's agricultural 
processing system were regularly opened, allowing 6 mil-
lion to 10 million gallons of sewage a night into the creek. 
The dumping continued almost nightly during the 
winter months for the next two years. During that time, 
as near -record rainfall pummeled California, the sewage 
workers dumped at least 350 million  and by their count 
as much as a billion  gallons of untreated sewage into 
the Llagas Creek, a stream that feeds eventually into the 
Pajaro
 River and the sea 
20
 miles away. 
Gilroy's
 $4 million plant 




 1927 structure. But
 Gilroy officials had 
chosen 
an
 inexpensive design 
that state engineers
 warned 
would not work. 
With the two 
years  of heavy rainfall 
that  invaded the 
sewers, failure 
was predictable and
 to keep the plant 
from
 flooding, orders were 
sent to dump. 
"Out of every
 five nights I worked,
 1 dumped four,"  
said Rodriguez. 
"(The  supervisor) 
would  say, 'Go ahead 
and  drain. But 
if you see any 
lights, go close













 of the 
dumping.  
Gonzales  kept 





















Hall.  In a 
handwritten 
note,  it said, 
"We  have, in 
the
 past, been 
re-
quired
 by (our 



















 later. When 










 by top 
officials  of 
the
 sewage 





































































 to the 
same 
charges.  
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in from 




























grassy banks may 
become  a memory. 
And
 one of life's 
great pleasures









News item: Fernando Coto, the 
man who committed 
suicide  and is suspected of 
strangling an unnknown 
num-
ber of women, 
lived  at 405 N. Third St., less 
than three 
miles from SJSU.  
San  Jose, and SJSU in 





The worst thing is, nobody around here cares. 
When's
 the last time you heard something
 good about 
San Jose? The 
San Jose City Council 
lost
 $60 million last 
year. That's
 60 million. Ask people who
 live in San Jose 
about  this, and they don't bat an eye. 
Residents seem to expect 






Jose. What do you think would happen in Berkeley if sud-
denly 
660 million was lost due to bad investing? 
Now we come to 
SJSU. Crime has almost disap-
peared. The blue light phones, which give anybody imme-
diate contact with the University Police Department, are 
now in service. Escorts are available for late -night stu-
dents. 
Suddenly 
Fernando  Cola comes into the news. 
It's really too bad something like this has 
to
 happen, 
since it not only gives San Jose a bad name, but because 
of its close proximity,
 it gives SJSU a bad name. 
There is a female friend of mine 
who lives in Newark. 
She has 
to commute every day to SJSU, which takes 45 
minutes if the traffic is good on 1-680. She
 was considering 
moving into the Spartan 
Village apartments so she could 
save time and 
gas money getting to 
campus. 
Her parents told her this week she can't 
live
 here, be-
cause Cola lived on Third 
Street. 
I live in 
the  residence halls. Two women I know who 
live in the dorms won't even leave to go to the 
store at 
night
 without an 
escort.
 
And, to be honest, I don't blame them. 
I mean,
 if all 
you  heard about 
San Jose
 was 
what  they 
have on the 11 a.m






















 to a 
second-class  











 should do 
is admit that
 SJSU has a 
second-class
 standing
 to other 
Bay Area 






not  like to 















based  on 






 than UC Berkeley for most 
majors. 


















does have a problem. 
And  the first step to 
solving a problem is 
to admit you have it. Like alcohol-
ism, you have to admit the 
problem and deal with it face 
to face. Until you  take 
that
 first step, you can't do any-
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All letters must bear the writer's name, signature, major, 
phone number and class standing.
 
The phone number is for verification purposes, and will not be 
printed. Letters can 
be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in Dwight 
Bente! Hall, or at the 
information center on the first floor of the 
Student Union. The Spartan Daily reserves





Letters  to the 
Editor 
A job 
that  requires love 
Editor,
 
I disagree with the 
comment
 that raising children 
falls 
under the category of temporary
 stress. I don't know 
whether the 
writer or Oscar Battle





 Daily, Oct. 18). 
1 concede that stress may 
decrease  as the child in-
creases in age and independence  'but it never 
goes 
away. A parent continously feels the joys and sorrows of 
the child. 
As the mother of a 10
-month -old child, I know I will al-
ways worry 
about  his future, regardless of his problems 
in his life, and my hopes
 for him aren't realized. 
Parents often feel a bit 
responsible   whether they 
should or not  
and ask the question, "If!
 had been a bet-
ter parent . . ." 
I watched my mother lament 
over  the troubles of my 
alcoholic brother. And just the same, 
part
 of her dying 
wish was to see me get married and graduate from col-
lege. 
I watched my father-in-law hold onto life to see 
my 
husband and I get married. He refused to be 
admitted  into 
the hospital in his first stage 
of
 cancer, so he could be 
there. He was rushed to emergency immediately follow-
ing the ceremony. He died one and a half weeks later, 
shortly after we 
returned from our honeymoon. 
It's all part of the love. 










 harm fraternities 
Editor,  
This letter
 concerns IFC's 
complaint  about the car-
toon 
"Daley"  depicting 
fraternities  falsely. I am 
in no 
way 
anti -fraternity; in 
fact, I'm active 
in the Greek sys-
tem.
 However, if 
President  Reagan 




comics,  you would 
think  fraternities 
could.
 If 
the  President 
is fair game, 
can  
fraternities
 be exempt? 
I realize the 
IFC  is worried 
about  reputation,
 but it is 
so 
doubtful  that 
anyone  who 




. . . so 
this is what 
fraternities 
are like," 










probably  did 
not sway 

























dipiction  of 
fraternities













 can I say 
except, 














sunk  in  
kind




Mountain  Spotted 
Tick, No, I'm 
writ-
ing to 
complain  about 
those  bible 
thumpers





just when you 
thought the 
patio  was safe to 
hang out in 
front  of again, 
it's here: "The






 that is). 
So, you 
ask, who are 
these people 
and what do 
they 
want from
 us? Is this 




who voted  for 
Reagan in 1980?





consent and against our will, 
been
 selected as the
 semi-finalist 







contest.  ("Oh yes, Ward. It's al-
most as 
big as the 
Olympics.
 Minus "Sam





weely  you wadical 
wight  wabits, I don't
 mean to 
be the Anti Christ
 or anything, but 





 or there abouts? 














 and I'm glad
 it 
didn't happen
 to an innocent kid. 
Some  72 
straight
 hours in mortal
 meloncholy, 48 
hours  
dropping
 tears in beers, 24 hours 
of psychotic 
paranoia, and 12 
hours of blissful 
craziness  all came 
down on me. 
And  then I passed 






 It relates to the 
dictatorship of the mind. Like a 
scratch  on a record. 
One 
thought,  



























 in the  
real 
world  





















but  a 
smile  not 
unlike  

















































teeth  in 
three  
days



















But  I 
went












 to think 
nothing 
was  wrong 
with 
me.  This is 
because  they 













 when I felt




 of like a 
muscle  tension 
headache in 
one of the 
main 
arteries.
 It felt like 
a festering blood
 clot, but I 





friends and I decided
 that drinking  
heavily  
could offset 
the  weird attacks. 
The 
phone  rang and! 
stared
 at it with hatred. 
Every 
little
 ring would shake the
 gooey insides of 
my 
brain  like a baby's rattle. 
Ring.  O0000h. 
"WHAT  ! ?" 
"Hey, 
relax,  OK? You sound like 
you're
 a wee 
bit perturbed." 
It was Spike Top. He wants to be a 
rock star but can't
 get the British accent down pat. 
He wanted to drink London 
Real Ale. He was a 
crazed man. I hung up. 
Beer is one thing, but 
drinking a heavy dose of the aforementioned
 is bad 
physical policy. 
THE
 PHONE RANG AGAIN. It was Hey. I 
haven't 
taken the time to learn his real name. 
He once teamed with Spike Top and 
me
 when 
we carried an 8 -foot couch
 down five city blocks that 
border 
the university. He loved it, so we knew he 
was weird enough to associate with 
us. He too was in 
the 




 Stout at room 
temperature? 
"he
 said. Apparently, Spike Top was 
not the only one who had purged his 
system  and was 
ready to screw it 
up
 again. 
After that, and trying to swerve
 across a grassy 
divider just to see if the car could take it, we went on 
our procla ma ted mission to the Promised Land. 
"Yo, that place looks fairly rundown, let's do it," 
Spike Top said. Hey had long since taken his 
hands 




And then it went black. 
Later accounts say 
Spike  Top went to a Motel 6 
and asked for a room with eight 
bathrooms. Then he 
kept calling the front desk 
screaming  about flying 
roaches. 
Hey continued to drink until 
his ears started 
bleeding.
 "Oh, well, looks like I ought to call 
it a 
night. Hand me that 
Port -a -Potty, I'm outta here," 
he 
said.  
I ended up in the back 
of a cab flying through 
The City saying 
"Go  right, no left, gas it  the Ale's 
trying to come back 
up.  Go right!! Go right!! Trust 
me, we can make it 
over
 that divider!" 
Sometimes, to cope 
with life, you need to avoid 
reality. 
Tim 












































































 a 30 
per-
cent  cut





































































 Gann had 
filed the suit 
and 
insisted  the 
Legislature  has 
'The people of the 
state 
of California 














court test because 
that is the only 
way the public
 will know once and 
for all that the
 measure is unconsti-
tutional and if the few 
remaining  
aspects of Proposition 
24 can be im-
plemented 
without
 violating our 
sworn oath to 
uphold  the California 
constitution,"  Brown said in a 
statement issued by his office. 
Senate President 
Pro Tern 
David Roberti, D -Los Angeles, had 
no immediate comment on the suit, 
his 








 requires the 
Leg-
islature's 
operating  budget, which 
was $113 million last year, to tw 
cut 





 rules to 
be 
changed to take
 power away from 
majority 
party  leaders, partic-
ularly the 
Assembly 
speaker,  and 
disperse
 it to the minority
 party. 
Lawmakers 
did cut their bud-
get for this
 fiscal year. However,
 
Gann
 said he has been unable to de-
termine if 




The full rules changes required 
have not been made. The Assembly 
did approve changes that partially 
conform
 to Proposition 24 in the 









 (AP)  
Foes of 
Proposition  37 















Presley,  D -
Riverside, 




 that a study
 found 45 per-
cent of 
the  11th and 12th
 graders sur-














 in the fight
 against 
Proposition  37, 








legalized  gambling 
"adds 
to the drugs 
and liquor and
 other 
vices"  that 
youths  face. 
A 
spokesman for 
Proposition  37 
hackers,
 Brad Moore, said
 in a tele-
phone interview
 that the news 
confer-
ence
 was a "scare 
tactic"  and 




 because it was 
conducted  by inexperienced re-
searchers. 
Presley said the 
study, con-
ducted by 
researchers from St. 
John's
 University and the New
 Jer-
sey Council on Compulsive
 Gam-
bling, reports that nearly 13 percent 
rat
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Many of the students
 take part with 
their parents' approval
 and assis-
tance, the study says. 
The survey, which questioned 892 
predominantly middle and upper -
middle class students
 at four high 
schools in three of the state's major 
regions, found that 8.4 percent of the 
youths had the signs of being compul-
sive or abusive gamblers. 
The 
study  says the students sur-
veyed were mostly 
Catholic and from 
relatively stable family backgrounds 
in New Jersey, where a statewide lot-
tery began a decade ago. 
Presley said one reason for the 
high figures could be that 
"enforce-
ment (of gambling age laws) isn't 
very effective in New Jersey." 
If the initiative passes, he said, 
"whereever you sell comics and 
candy  bars and soda pop, you'll be 
selling lottery tickets. Kids will get 
them, just like they get cigarettes 
and liquor." 
Proposition 37 proponents say re-
tailers could have their contract to 
sell lottery tickets 
suspended
 or re-
voked if caught 
selling  the tickets to 
people under 
age  18. No prize would 
be 
awarded  to anyone 











Margin  shrinks 
in 
mayoral  race 






 in recent 
weeks,
 but Mayor 
Roger  Hedgecock
 















The poll of 411 likely voters taken 
late last
 week by Todd Research 
found that of those





Carlson and 12 percent
 
were undecided. 
The  poll also found that 17 per-
cent of those surveyed
 apparently 
have decided against 
voting in the 
mayor's race because of dissatisfac-
tion with both Hedgecock and Carl-
son. 
The poll showed 
that Hedgecock 
remains





 and a 
lawsuit
 
filed against him by 
the  state Fair 



































































































Jarvis' mail campaign for tax -cut-
ting Proposition 36 was "untrue and 
deceptive," a judge said Tuesday as 
he ordered a halt to mailings that 
drew millions of dollars from 177,000 
donors.
 
Jarvis claimed a victory,
 how-
ever, because the judge denied other 
injunctions against his "California 
Tax  Reduction Movement." 
Mann County Superior Court 
Judge 
Richard
 Breiner, citing wide-
spread
 confusion and anxiety among 
taxpayers 
who thought the campaign 
letters were official 




Public Advocates Inc., a San 
Francisco law firm, filed the com-
plaint on behalf 
of four consumer 
rights supporters who received 
the 
mailers in brown envelopes marked 
in 






Do Not Destroy." 
Jarvis  said from his 
Los Angeles 
office later that 
Breiner's ruling was 









One of the 
injunctions
 would have 
required the 
Jarvis'  group to set 
aside in 
an
 interest -bearing trust 
ac-
count 










 donors they 
are 













Ballot  Proposition," or 
Proposition 
36.  The 
measure
 would 
return  $1.7 
billion in 






the voters before any local govern-
ment agency could 
increase  a tax or 
fee. Jarvis' landmark Proposition 13 
in 1978 cut property taxes by $7 bil-
lion 
Jarvis' letter also solicited 
con-
tributions of 
$12.50  to $500. 
"According to their own 
statements, Jarvis
 received 177,000 
checks from people all over the 
state," said Sid Wolinksy, an attor-
ney for Public
 Advocates. "If you 
take an average contribution of just 
$25, that comes to just under 84 mil-
lion " 
He said that Public Advocates is 
encouraging people 
who sent checks 
and want their money back to contact 
his office or Jarvis' office in  Los An-
geles. 
Jarvis said 
that "we collected 
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salary
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interviewing.  Stop in 
for an interview to 
find out why we can
 
offer 
you  the career 
opportunity  you've 
been
 
looking  fot. 
Fairchild  
Linear










If you can't schedule
 an interview when 
we're on 
campus, feel free to send your 
résumé to the attention of the Employ-
ment 




























 DIEGO ( AP )  
Nancy 
Reagan, following
 her husband on 
a 








 "the issue of 
the campaign
  the direction 
these 






we have four more years, 
we can 





 during a brief stop
 at 
Republican 
Headquarters  here 
that followed 





we're  coming into the 
home stretch, 
where  it's going to 
be
 harder . . . you mustn't
 let up, 
please.




 I'm .....m supersti-
tious about 
these things," she 
said. 
The First Lady spoke to cam-
paign 
workers  for President Rea-
gan a day after he appeared at a 
rally here. She also addressed a 
small group of Hispanic Reagan. 
Bush supporters, 
and  spent nearly 
two hours touring Children's 
Hos-
pital. 
Her stop here coincided with a 
visit by 
Democratic  vice presi-
dential candidate Geraldine Fer-
raro. Nancy Reagan did not men-
tion Rep. Ferraro or Democratic 
presidential candidate Walter 
Mondale by name, but alluded to 
Mondale in her  short speeches. 
"The one man would go back 
to taxing everybody, to spending 
more money," she said. "The 
other man, my husband, would 
continue the economic recovery
 
that he has begun, successfully. 
"The main issue
 of the cam-
paign is the difference between 
these two men," she told about 100 
people crowded into a small Re-
publican Headquarters building. 
"I hope that on the seventh
 of 
November we will all be 
celebrat-
ing.
 He (Reagan) has
 brought a 
wonderful  feeling 
back to the 
country.  You can 
feel
 it when 







 her time at the hospital 
She visited a 
physical therapy.  
room, a 
neo-natal
 intensive care 
center for premature babies and a 
small playroom, where she shared 
'Now we're 
coming  
into the home 
stretch, where it's 













Accompanied by Steve 
Gar-
vey, the San 
Diego  Padres' first 
baseman,
 she went from room to 




She was moved 





 who recently 
was struck by a 
car while riding 
his bicycle. He 
is in fair condition, 




















.. . I 
sensed 
that

















appearing  at the His-
panic Reagan -Bush and Republi-
can headquarters, she flew
 to Los 
Angeles. where she
 was to spend 
the night 
before  returning to 






San  Diego rally 
The Associated Press 
President Reagan faced vigorous 
hecklers chanting 
"warmonger"  and 
"liar" at a West Coast rally Tuesday, 
as Democrat Walter Mondale told 
voters in the Midwest that the Repub-
lican incumbent is trying to associate 
himself with "any Democrat who is 
dead."
 
Mondale, still trailing in the polls 
after two debates 
with
 Reagan, ad-
mitted the Carter-Mondale adminins-
tration had failed to help financially 
strapped steel companies, but he 
added that the industry had suffered 
even more 
under Reagan. 
"Let's forget the past," Mondale 
told an enthusiastic crowd in Youngs-
town, Ohio. "Let's admit none of us 
have done what is needed for this re-
gion.  The question is who will be the 
better for this region, me or Rea-
gan." 
Democratic vice presidential 
candidate Geraldine Ferraro in-
vaded Reagan's home state for three 
days of intensive campaigning, de-
claring in San Diego that the presi-
dent "has not mastered the
 facts." 
"The fact is that Walter Mondale 
after four years of not being in the 
White House has a better command 
of defense and foreign policy than 
Ronald Reagan, who has for four 
years sat on top of the most powerful 
national security apparatus in the 
free world," she said. 
Earlier in Little Rock, Ark., she 
denounced "the extremists who con-
trol the Republican Party." 
Her opponent, Vice President 





haunted  by questions about a 
CIA manual 
which  advised Nicara-
guan rebels on the 
selective  use of vi-
olence to "neutralize" opponents. 
"The president's not avoiding 
ever taking responsibility under the 
old captain -of -the ship theory," he 
said. "I think in the final analysis, I 
guess the responsibility for every-
thing rests with the president. I've 
never seen a man who ultimately will 
Viewers








More than 1,000 
angry people 
complained to 
television  stations na-
tionwide





presidential  candidate 
Lyndon H. 
LaRouche Jr. claimed 
Walter 
Mondale  "is an agent of influ-
e4ce" of Soviet ilickigepoe
 services. 
 "A lot of tffrfirfrel* expressing 
anger at us why we didn't just pull 
the plug on it," 'aid Dave Busiek, a 
reporter for KCCI-TV in Des Moines, 
Iowa, who said the station got 100 
calls. "Our hands were tied. People 
were blaming us and we didn't have 
anything to say about
 it." 
The paid advertisement was 
aired nationally by CBS Tuesday 
night. By early today, more than 1,-
000 calls were logged at network affil-
iates and newspapers across the 
country. 
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candidate  in Illinois issued a 
brief statement. 
"I 
don't  think anyone 
takes
 Lyn-
don LaRouche's opinion very 
se-
riously and for good reason,"
 said 
Dayton Duncan 
A person who 
called
 the Sacra-
mento Bee said she was 
convinced 
the advertisement
 was satire "and 
waited all through




 to her that this 
was 
somebody's  vision of reality," said 
reporter Tom Akeman. 
At the CBS offices
 in New York, 
an editor who 
refused
 to give his 
name said callers "were very upset 
with  the content," but he said the net-
work did not have a count of the calls. 
A CBS statement issued in 
New  
York noted that, "Under federal law, 
broadcasters must sell reasonable 
time to legally qualified candidates 
for offices and they must 
not  censor 
Adia 
temporaries have polish. 
0.er,  100 Job 
Molls A. a I einporary, Adis 
to Suit Your Needs Offers You Full -Time 
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 Benefits 
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'You'll never be bored at 
Advanced  Micro Devices.' That's what the authors of 
The 100 Best Companies to Work for in America* said They ranked AMD 
right up there in the top 15, with high 
points for benefits,  job security, ambience 
and  perhaps most important  the chance to 
move up 
AMD is the fifth largest and fastest growing major integrated 
circuit
 company in 
the
 U.S producing both Bipolar and MOS products 
Opportunities for graduating
 engineers are expanding at our Sunnyvale, 
Califor-
nia  headquarters and in Austin and San
 Antonio, Texas,  
Your BS. MS or PhD in Electrical Engineering,
 Solid State Physics, Materials 
Science or Computer 






If our campus interview schedule is full,  send your resume to Ton Doyle, 
College Recruiting, Advanced Micro Devices, Dept. SJS-1025, MS -57, 901 
Thompson Place, P.O. Box 3453, Sunnyvale, California 
94088. 
Or call TOLL FREE (800) 538-8450, ext. 
2377. An equal opportunity employer 
Copyright 1984 by IR Levering. 
M Moskowitz 
and M Katz 















rally  in 
San  Diego,
 Rea-















 like the 
president."  
In 
Portland,  Reagan didn't
 bring 
up 
the CIA manual, 
but  hecklers in-
terrupted his 
speech  with cries 
de-
nouncing 




Reagan"  and "We don't 
want
 your war in 
Central  America" 
were two




who managed to 
get inside the 
hall 
on the University
 of Portland 
campus. 
Reagan  cut 


































Lake  said, 
"We've 


























Virginia, is an independent presi-
dential candidate whose 
name
 ap-
pears on ballots in 18 states and the 
District of Columbia for the Nov. 6 
general 
election.  
After the broadcast, LaRouche 




of his speech denouncing Mondale 
and his plan to raise taxes in 1985 to 
reduce the federal deficit  a stan-
dard stump line from Reagan. 
Across the 
country  in Youngs-
town, Mondale faced only a few Rea-
gan -Bush signs as he ridiculed Rea-
gan for his attempts  during the 
campaign to invoke the names of past 
Democratic
 presidents. 
The Democratic nominee said 




with  "any Democrat 
who is 
dead"   a sharp 
contrast
 to 
his earlier denunciations of 





released  a letter signed by 
Reagan  in 
1960 in which
 Reagan attacked then -
candidate John F. Kennedy. 
"Shouldn't 
someone
 tag Mr. Ken-
nedy's old -new
 imaginative program 
with its 
proper age? Under 
the 
tousled boyish haircut, it is still old 
Karl Marx  first launched
 a century 
ago," Reagan wrote in a letter to 
then -Vice President Richard Nixon. 
"There is nothing new in the idea of 
a 
government being big brother to us 
all.  Hitler called his 'state socialism,' 
and way before him it was 'benevo-
lent monarchy."
 
"That's the big difference
 be-
tween 
the two of us. I believe that a 
president who cares, who leads, just 
as John Kennedy did, can make 
a 
difference,"







The Student Union Scheduling Office is now 
accepting scheduling
 requests for the 1985 Spring 
Semester. 
Student organizations and campus departments
 
who use Student Union space for meetings and other 
events should
 submit scheduling requests by 






 Board of 
Directors  would like to 
thank you, the students,
 for 
participating





 Cross section surveys 
were 
taken
 in 46 classrooms






through  campus flyers, 
Spartan  
Daily





and  all 
clubs,




 The most popular choice was 
Plan 2 which 
is shown below. ,, ..., 
7111 50,-el 
 The Recreation and Events Center is a multi
-purpose  





weight training and other
 activities. It will also have 
theatre sound





concerts, sports and special 
events.
 
 The Aquatics Center 
will be complete  with Olympic
 size 
pool, diving well, sun deck and full support facilities.
 
 The Centers will 
be located 
on San Carlos street between 
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requesting  that the
 
spotlight  be taken 
off her because
 it 
detracted  from the
 presentation, 
Abakanowicz  opened 
with a film of 
her
 work and cautioned
 the audience 
about 
looking  for 
explanations.  
"Don't look
 for explanations," 
she  said. "There's 
nothing to explain 
- it has 
to
 explain itself. Real art is 
mystery,
 Talking about mystery is 
indecent.
 Mystery cannot









 arranging her work for 
exhibition. 







tubular  or circular 
abstract  
shapes 
with  slits, folds 
and  protrud-
ing 
elements.  These 
massive  pieces, 
attaining
 a height of 
15 or 20 feet, are 
suspended  from the 
ceiling









 and the 
next 
cycle, called the "Alterations,"
 
Abakanowicz worked with rope. 












organized  an 
informational
 
',tract line at noon yesterday in front 









"It was very successful as far as 






O'Connell.  "But we 
would liked to have 
seen greater par-
ticipation by the 
students as far as 
the 





 fired by 
Spartan Shops 
near the end of 
spring  
semester,  has  
appealed
 his case to 
the personnel
 committee of 
Spartan
 






 terminated to 
make  
room for hiring 
more part-time 
stu-
dent employees in 
the vending posi-
tions. 
However,  at 
Panciera's  second 
grievance
 hearing 









Panciera  was 




Panciera  has 
been
 in front 
of the 
Student 








to sign his 
petition of 
sup-



















































 fight to 

































































































































































































 it, I can 
learn 
a multitude
 of its 
meanings.  I 
create
 forms 
out of it. I 


















 can make 
it 
difficult for
 us to 
really
 see it. 
She 



















 from the 
natu-
ral world 











figurative  and 
takes 
the 











 and a 















effect  of a series
 of about 
ao 
Backs,  arranged 





Each Back is different and illustrates 
the results of human beings living in 
their artificial environment with un-
limited 
stress. 
A series of 
16 Heads reinforced 
this theme.
 Again, each head
 is dif-
ferent.
 Some are 








films and a couple 
ca-
rousels of slides. 
Abakanowicz com-
mented briefly 
during the slide 
presentation, 
usually  to tell the audi-
ence where 
the  work was being ex-
hibited. 
But 
it was the voice  bodiless, 
clear, rhythmic, accented, spoken 
in 
a darkened room to 
an invisible audi-
ence  which,
 in conjunction with the 
images projected
 on the huge screen, 
had a 
hypnotic  effect. 




subservient to the voice, which 
elicited




Artists are supposed to be able to 
see  the world a little differently than
 
the rest
 of the mere mortals. Their 
work 
is supposed to convey, or re-
veal, their own
 particular vision. If 
the artist is 
good  enough, the viewer 
can share the artists
 vision and walk 
away with a feeling 
of enrichment. 
Abakanowicz is good enough. 



































































































 A 17 -year -old 
Nevada County
 youth who escaped 
from a work 
ranch for boys died late 
Tuesday 




into a sheriff's roadblock
 at 
90 mph 
following  a 24-mile chase. 
Inyo County




 the victim as 
Wil-
liam James 




 who had walked away 
from a 






had been in custody
 on a burglary 
charge. 
He was at 



































got out of 




 to him. 
Deputies
 radioed 








 with a 
patrol  
car and





Brower  at 
first
 swerved 
his car to 
avoid
 the patrol











who  had 
jumped









 his leg got 
caught  in the 




careened  into 
the 18 -wheel 
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battle  elements 
The Statue of Liberty, the Par-
thenon and other artistic
 treasures 
are 
becoming  an endangered species 
that engineers
 and scientists are try-
ing to preserve 
and  restore. 
Wind, 











according to an 
article in the Novem-
ber issue 
of Popular 
Mechanics,  and 
the cure will be expensive.
 
In
 New York harbor, restoration 
of
 the Statue of Liberty  she will be 
100 years old 
in 
1986
 will cost an es-
timated $30 million, most of which is 
being raised through small donations 
from all over the United
 States and 
from larger 
corporate  grants. 
The work on Miss 
Liberty got un-
derway by encasing
 her in scaffold-
ing that rose 
from
 her pedestal up her 
151 -foot I
-inch  height to the 
tip  of her 
flame. 
Her flame has been removed and 
will be replaced. Blasts of liquid ni-













 freeze and 
separate a 
layer 




skin, so it can
 be stripped 
away 
like
 old wallpaper. 
Inside, the almost 2,000 iron bars 
that form the latticework armature 
supporting  her outer skin have rusted 
and corroded.




 supports have fallen 
out.
 
The bars must be replaced.
 
The statue also will get a new hy-
draulic glass elevator to take tourists 
from the pedestal up to the 171 steps 
they must climb to reach the crown. 
A TV equipped 
viewing
 station for the 
handicapped also is planned and 












  in 1982 
the Italian 
government appropriated $10.5 mil-
lion to halt the lean 
before it went too 
far. 
Venice, only 
27 inches above sea 
level, is 8 
inches  closer to sinking now 
than at the turn of the century. 
Inflat-
able rubberized sausage -shaped 
storm gates have been proposed to 
control water surges into the city's 
lagoon. 
At the Acropolis in Athens, tour 
guides say, "Look well, so you can 
tell your grandchildren what it was 
like. When they get here, it may have 
collapsed." 
The problem is air pollution. 
which is dissolving the ancient build-
ings in a chemical bath. Vibration 
from traffic also is a problem. 
The Taj Mahal 
also suffers from 
air pollution, while Egypt's 
Sphinx is 
being treated for salt decay. 
In the last decade, the United Na-
Auto, 
insurance
 groups lobby 
for mandatory 
seat belt law 
SACRAMENTO (AP)  
Califor-
nians should be required 
to wear seat 
belts when they get 
behind the wheel, 
groups  representing the auto indus-
try, insurance companies, consum-
ers and doctors 
told a state Senate 
committee Tuesday. 
The state's traffic safety director 
predicted 
that
 such a  law would save 
more than 1,000 lives




























The groups testified at a Senate 
Transportation Committee hearing 
on proposed legislation that would 
make it a crime for a motorist and his 
passengers to fail to buckle up. 
A similar
 measure died in 
com-
mittee 








it more likely 
that the 
Legislature
 will enact a 
man-





tary  Elizabeth Dole 
signed  an order 
which requires 




seat belts by 
1990. 
However, she included a "trap 
door" provision that rescinds the 
order if 





















that the trap 
door was added 
because 
auto 







 in their 
vehicles 
and hope to 
pressure states 
into  man-









































 said that 





in the 32 
nations  that 
have seat 
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t laws indicate that deaths could 
be cut by 25 percent or more. 
"That is over 1,000 Californians
 
saved each year,"
 O'Rourke told the 
committee.
 "We can also expect to 
see dramatic decreases in the num-
ber of persons seriously injured." 
tions has 
spent  $15 




temples  of 




































hungry  and even 
dying  of starva-
tion, 
it is hard to explain
 why you 
should
 get funding












added  to score of 
underdog 
team
 A tie is 
a win. One entry
 per 
person Phone
 in your entry 
between
 
3 & 6 PM 




with  the most 
correct  choices 
wins a free 
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Contact The Career 
Planning and 
Placement  Center 
(408) 277-2816 
Pre -Session Oct. 23, 1984 
12:30-1:30 
Placement and
 Career Center 
Building
 Q 
All Business and Liberal 
Arts  Students Invited 
Interviews
 will be 
held


















































from  IBM, 


















sessions  for 
both  














 CEO of 
Digital  
Research.  
Your  show 
ticket
 admits 











































































































































































The  dream 
of being
 the 








 - about 
600,-
000



































around  the 
coun-
try.  









































 will boost 
the need for 
these services.
 
2. Accounting firms 
(45.9 per-
cent). 
More  tax law 
complexity  and 
competitive
 pressure on 
business 




laboratories  (23.0 per-
cent). 




benefit  from the 
government's  
cost containment 
campaign,  as hos-





4. Home -computer 
stores (31.4 
percent). Demand
 for personal corn-
puters  is expected 
to
 almost triple, 
creating  $30 
billion  in annual
 sales by 
1988.  
5. Nursing homes 
(28.8  percent). 
People live longer,
 and hospitals cut 
costs by turning
 more and more 
recu-




















and  from 
specialized  health 
care 
facilities should 
boost  the dollar 
volume
 of sales of 
medical  and dental 
instruments  and 
supplies by an 
infla-
tion -adjusted 











 Their sales 
grew
 13.2 per-
cent  in 1983 and are 
expected  to rise 
14.2 percent 
in
 1984. Franchised res-
taurants
 typically compete 
better 
and survive longer 
than independent 
restaurants,
 which fail at the 
rate of 
80-90 percent in their 
first two years, 






( 6.6 percent). The 
home -center in-
dustry anticipates
 10 percent annual 
growth  over the next two
 years, with 
sales reaching $62 
billion  this year 
and $70 billion 
in 1985. The low 1983 
return on investment
 reflects an in-













islators approved an 
unprecedented 
measure Tuesday night blocking the 
destruction of two frozen embryos 
and clearing the 
way for their adop-
tion and implantation in surrogate 
mothers.  
A committee of 
scholars  had 
studied the issue and recommended 
that the embryos be destroyed,
 but 
after a public outcry the Upper House 
of the Victoria state Parliament on 
Tuesday passed an 
amendment al-
lowing 
the embryos - produced and 
frozen in 1981 for an American
 couple 
who later died - to be thawed
 and 
implanted. 
Women in the United States, Aus-
tralia, Japan and 
other nations have 
vplunteered to become surrogate 
mothers  of the embryos. Scientists 
helve warned, however, that the em-
biyos were frozen when the tech-
nique was being developed, and said 
they probably would not survive at-
tempts to thaw them. Other frozen 
embryos have produced successful 
births. 
The embryos were left in a 
legal 
limbo after the death in a plane crash 
in Chile 
last year of Mario and Elsa 
Rios, a Los Angeles couple 
who tried 
to have
 a baby using so-called test-
tube baby techniques at Queen Victo 
ria Medical Center in Melbourne. 
But they died before a pregnancy 
could be attempted  with the frozen 
embryos and left no instructions for 
their 
disposition. 
The matter was 
complicated by 
speculation on what
 rights the em-
bryos might have 
to the Rios' estate, 
estimated 
at
 about $1 million. Rios 





General  Jim 
Ken-
nan has
 said that under
 the legis-
lation, 
children  resulting 
from the 
embryo 
implant  would be 
considered  
children 
only  of their adoptive par-
ents. Victoria 
state  law, however, 
would not govern




Kerman said the amendment ap-
plied only 
to
 the two frozen embryos. 
In the future, 
Kennan  said, all cou-
ples 
involved in test-tube baby pro-
grams in Victoria will have to state 
what should be done with frozen em-
bryos in the event of the couple's 
death or separation. 
The main measure bans experi-
ments  on human embryos more than 
14 days old and also 
prohibits surro-
gate motherhood





















 a first 







to be a part























































































































































































































crease sales by 15 percent in 1984 be-
cause of the strong economy and 
heavy sales of computers and tele-
phones. The outlook is 
expected




10. Management consulting firms 
( 27.7 percent). Corporations have 
cut  
their payrolls but
 not their need for 
specialized advice. Growth this year 
is
 expected to be 17 percent,
 com-
pared with 5 percent 




picked  the businesses 
with the 
least  chances of success over 
the next







stores;  independent 
long-dis-
tance 




 and trailer dealer-
ships; bars and taverns; gasoline 
stations; meat -packing companies; 
wood
-furniture manufacturing com-
panies; and barber- and beauty -sup-
ply 
outlets.  
The prospects for brand-new ven-
tures look good these days - if you're 
in the right line of business. Incorpo-
rations reached a new
 high in the 12 
months 
ending  last September, and 
the number of new enterprises in-
creased by 12.9 percent. Small busi-
ness employment rose, income grew 
and, despite an increase in business 
failures, bankruptcies declined. 
The range of start-up capital 
needed to open a business is enor-












1 Computer Programming and Software 



















Medical and Dental 

























expertise  doesn't need as 
much capital as a 
business  based on 
large inventories. Accounting or con-
sulting requires relatively little up-
front money. 
Up-front outlays for many fran-
chised restaurants are in the $100,000 
to $150,000 range. A home-building 
materials center might require $165,-
000 and additional inventory financ-
ing. A medical supply company 
might take 6400,000 in 
seed  money, 
with infusions of venture capital 
shortly thereafter. A small computer 
store requires from $75,000 to 
$500,000. A nursing home
 might re-
quire $420,000 up front for a 120-bed 
facility, or 10 percent of the overall 
cost. 
With a high expected return on 
investment and a well -conceived 
plan, a small business should get fi-
nancing relatively easily. Outside of 
relatives and friends, there are seve-
ral main sources of new business cap-
ital. You can sell shares, take in 
part-
ners, or you can borrow the 
money 
and retain full control over
 the enter-
prise. Some lenders 
may  even want a 








 on putting 
up money of 
your  own. 
If





 expect to 



















 6500,000 and 
guarantees 
private
 financing up 
to 90 percent of 
a 
bank loan. 
Other sources are small business 
investment companies (SBICs); mi-
nority enterprise small business in-
vestment  companies (MESBICs);
 
and venture capital companies. 
Other government agencies, like the 
Commerce Department's Economic 






Home  Administration, provide
 
loan 
guarantees in specialized 
situa-
tions. 
To prosper in business,
 entrepre-
neurs must first see 
themselves as 
successful. Strong 
management  is es-
sential, especially for 
businesses 
with "thin" profit margins and par-
ticularly  when additional 
expertise  
may be needed to 
graduate from a 
cottage industry to the 
next  plateau. 
Grief  felt 
over Beirut 
1 year later 
NEWARK, N.J. I AP) - 
One fa-
ther fights his grief with hope for 
peace while another expresses bit-
terness at talk of responsibility a 
year 
after a suicide 
bomber 
crashed into 
the Marine compound 
in Beirut, 
killing  241 U.S. service-
men. 
Meanwhile, a 
Lebanese  war 
bride widowed by 
the terror attack 
is  fighting to 
stay in this country,
 
feariing
 for her fate if she 
is forced 
to return to her homeland.
 
"We just 
kind of hope some 
good will come 
out  of this, hope 
that  
it was not in 
vain,  hope that 
some-
how Lebanon will 
settle  down and 






 David A. Stowe, 
whose  son 
was killed in the Oct. 23, 1983, 
bomb-
ing. 
A dogwood tree was 
planted 
Sunday at a 
senior citizens' housing 
complex 
that  Stowe has been in-
volved 
with  to mark the anniver-















 old a year 
ago.  
"He is 
constantly  in our 
mind,  
especially
 this week," 
said  Stowe, 
of Somerville. 
"Sometimes the grief and sor-
row can almost take 
control
 of your 
life," he said. "It's not a 
good  way 
to
 live." 
James Langon III of Lakehurst 
lost his 
son,  Lance Cpl. James IV, in 
the bombing and planned to spend 
today remembering his child. 
ASSOCIATED
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While    
sailors have been 
tested at Navy lab
-
Ole nuclear attack submarine Boston 
The Navy 
urges its 
oratories for six 
illegal drugs  
mar -
was in Newport News shipyard two 
ijuana,
 cocaine, opiates, PCP, 
barbi-
years ago, Michael J. Yox Jr heard 
commands  
to take 
tuates and amphetamines. 
his number come up. 
The Army, Air Force 
and Ma
-
He was among 86 crew members, 
urine samples from 
rines also screen 
their members for 
selected by the last digit of their So- 
illegal drug 
use. A recent 
published
 
cial Security numbers,  who 
were  re- 
20 
percent  of their report 
said  the military 
has taken 6 
quired to give urine samples that af- 
million urine 
samples
 since the pro-










use  and 72,000 service 
About 
a week after the Oct. 20, 
personnel 
being  disciplined. 
1982 check, Yox was told that his   
The Navy urges 
its commands to 
sample showed
 he had been 
using  suits have 
been dismissed or 
are  pen- take urine
 samples from 20 
percent of 
marijuana and cocaine, 
ding. 
their members each 
month,
 said Lt. 
"When they informed me of this! 
U.S. 
District  Judge J. Calvitt 
Cmdr. Steve Chesser, a 
Navy  spokes -
told them there 
was no way that 
Clarke Jr. dismissed
 one plaintiff and 
man in Washington. 
could 
be
 possible," said Yox, who
 later accepted a 
settlement  that 
Even Adm. Wesley 
L. McDonald. 
denies ever using illegal drugs. 
cleared  the records 
of Yox and a 












 Atlantic Fleet commander, 
at an 
administrative  hearing called a pay. 
said he 
recently  had to give a urine 
captain's mast. He was reduced in The three 
had been found 
guilty sample. 
rank, lost half his pay for two under 
a Navy anti -drug program that 
The
 Navy strongly defends
 the 
months,
 was restricted to quarters
 started in early 1982
 after random program,
 arguing that the tests 
are  
for
 60 days and lost a valuable
 rating checks showed 
that close to half of 
accurate
 and have led to a drastic
 re-
that 
entitled  him to work on nuclear-
 sailors tested were
 using illegal duction
 in illegal drug use. 
powered  vessels drugs. 
The 
number  of 
"positive"
 results 
Yox, 25, a petty officer who had 
A crash landing 
the previous 
for marijuana,




 year on the 
aircraft
 carrier Nimitz, 
lar drug, has
 declined in the 
Navy 
during 
his five-year Navy stint,
 said in which 14 
crewmen
 were killed, also 
from 7.5 percent 
in










 to less than 3.5 
percent so 
as a misfit." 
proach  toward
 drug use, 
far this year,
 Chesser said. 
He left the service when 
his en- 
Autopsies of 13 of those killed in 
listment
 ended 
last  year and 
now the crash
 in May 1981
 found that six 
The 
Navy reversed disciplinary 
works  for Baltimore
 Gas & 
Electric  of them
  all young
 enlisted men 
 





 marijuana or other ille- 
sailors who were wrongly 
accused  of 
He told his story last month
 dur- 
gal  drugs
 in their systems. However, 
drug use because 
of




 in which he 
the Navy 
said  the accident
 was 
an overworked 
drug  testing labo-
and 
two  other former
 sailors argued 
caused by pilot
 error and that
 there 
ratory in 
Oakland,  Calif. 
the Navy had
 unjustly convicted
 was no evidence
 drugs were involved 
But the Navy says its testing 
them of using drugs. The case was in any way. 
methods have been improved and it 
believed to be the first of its kind to 
Since the 
program  began, more plans
 to continue the program 
indefi-
reach 
trial in a civilian 
court Other than 
3.6  
million  








Daily staff writer 
Clear fall weather, good food and 
music all contributed to the setting of 
yesterday's International Food Ba-
zaar. 





Ali Arid, a member of the com-
mittee
 who served as chairman of the 
committee last year, said 
the food ba-
zaar has been an annual event for the 




 Committee has been at 
SJSU. 
Members of the committee each 
paid a fee of $25 to participate in the 
bazaar. Non-members
 paid $51, Arid 
said. Eleven organizations took part 
in the event, he added. 
Everything from Indian food to 
Chinese food was featured at the 
event. 
Anuradha Agarwal, who was 
selling food at the Indian booth, said 
she sold food to about 100 people from 
late morning to early afternoon. The 





 pan, bhaji and pa-
kora were the dishes served at the 
booth. 
Prices ranged from 50 cents to 
$2. 
Indian food has 
been a partici-
pant in the 







SPACE CENTER. Houston i AP) 
 Hundreds of spacecraft trivia 
buffs have a sketch of a top-secret 
Navy satellite  because it 
appeared  
on a souvenir 
envelope  selling for $1 
at the Johnson
 Space Center gift shop 
for 
at least three years. 
The souvenir, bearing a likeness 
of a satellite said to monitor Soviet 
ship movement, languished on the
 
shelves for years until a published re-
port this week revealed its classified 
nature. 
The envelope, with a 
13 -cent 
stamp postmarked April 
30,  1976, 
from Vandenberg Air Force
 Base. 
Calif.. shows a purple and blue sketch 




was launched on that 
date. 
National
 Aeronautics and Space 
Administration 
officials  got the last 
one late Monday and delivered
 it to 
security officials, William 
Grimes,
 
manager  of exchange operations at 
Johnson Space Center,
 said Tuesday. 
An article in 
this week's Aviation 
Week & Space Technology 
magazine
 
revealed that the gift shop was sell-
ing 
the postal covers. The magazine 
said the project 
was  "so secret they 
are not supposed
 to use the Project 







BOSTON API  Doctors par-
tially
 rebuilt the wrecked immune 
system of an AIDS victim in the first 
experimental treatment to signifi-
cantly restore disease-fighting blood 
cells, but the new cells apparently be-
came infected with the AIDS virus 
and the patient died. 
Such efforts 
are probably 
"doomed to failure" unless 
doctors
 
can find a way to destroy the virus 
that causes the relentlessly
 deadly 
disease, said the 
researchers at the 




 been experiment 
ing with a variety
 of substances, in-
cluding interferon 
and transplanted 
bone marrow, to try 
to undo the dam-
age of 
acquired immune deficiency 
syndrome, which
 ruins such cells. 
"All 
of
 these may be able to 
do 
something, 
but  I think that 
unless  we 
can get at the etiology 
 namely the 
virus
  we're not going
 to be  success-
ful in 
curing  anyone," said 
Dr. H. 
Clifford Lane. 
"Eliminating  or par-
alyzing the 
virus  is the key to 
suc-
cessful 
therapy,  and that's 










another  natural 
anti -germ hormone,
 








the results of this
 work have not yet
 
been published,
 Lane said 
there's  no 
evidence that 




 are searching 
for 
anti
-viral  drugs 
that




One  potential 
candi-
date 






































Lane at the 












AIDS wipes out a particular type 
of white blood cells, or lymphocytes, 
called
 
helper 1 -cells. These
 cells are 
essential regulators of the body's as-
sault on 
microbes.  
The doctors attempted to treat a 
35 -year
-old
 man  with AIDS














At first, the 
therapy seemed to be 
working
 The man 
initially 














He showed an 
allergic  reaction to 
an 








gested that they had transferred im-
munity from the twin and 
was  an-
other a hopeful sign. 
Then his helper cell levels began 
to 
fluctuate
 wildly, and 10 months 
after the




 imagine how excited 
we were 
during those few months," 
Lane said. 
"Then to see the disease 
recurring 
made  us think that those 
additional 
lymphocytes  were being 
attacked in the same manner"
 by the 
AIDS virus. 











After the article appeared Mon-
day, an estimated 25 to 35 copies of 
the commemorative
 envelope sold 
quickly, gift center 
clerks said. 
While space center officials said 
Tuesday that the project was declas-
sified and scrapped in 1977, the pro-
ject contractor and a Navy spokes-
man said that only the name, 
Project  
Whitecloud, was  declassified, while 






Marietta  Corp., 
was "kind of 
stuck at this 




"We're  trying to find 
out, 
but  basically I just can't talk 
about it. It is still a classified pro-
gram."  
Commemorative envelopes like 
the 
one bearing the Project White -
cloud sketch routinely are released to 
mark rocket
 launches and are popu-
lar with space 
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 limit Food 
Bazaar.  












7:00 PM  
11:00 PM 
SAN JOSE 






A FANTASTIC JOURNEY THROUGH
 
AN ENCHANTED FOREST OF 
UNIMAGINABLE
 HORRORS, WITH 








































































WALDEN'S MARIONETTES, OCT 22, 28 
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 page I 
.dering in 
order  to strengthen
 the 
,Democratic
 party in the 
state. 
; 
Both  parties agree
 that the 
Re-
publicans
 would gain 
legislative and 
'congressional  seats 
if the proposition 
passes. 
Sager 




 in either the
 
commission 




"I'm not sure if 
a commission is 
such
 a bad idea but I feel
 we should 
,wait until the 1990
 reapportionment 
:to set up a 
commission,"  Sager said. 
;The 
voters  have been confused 
by re-
apportionment to the point they 
may  





 a commission 
doesn't
 sound 


















































































well as taking the issue to the state 
Supreme  Court. 
The Supreme Court 
ruled in Jan-
uary 1982 that the voters would 
vote 
John Vasconcellos, Jim Stone, moderator, 
and  Robert 






trict  lines 
intact.  It 









































 14 on 
the
 ballot, which












matter  back to 







proposed  an 





set up new district lines and the pro-
posal was
 set for the ballot," Slur -
rock  said. 
Jim Stone, debate moderator, 
said Sebastiani was unhappy with his 
district and paid to have the issue put 
on the 
ballot.  "He worded it badly 
and it was 
removed  from the ballot," 
Stone said. 
The state Supreme Court ruled 
the initiative unconstitutional 
"Once again 
we are back to 
square one," 
Sturrock  said. 
Sturrock also said the reference 
Walker
 made to Proposition 24 was 
because the legislature has 
been slow 
to enact its provisions and therefore 
is not 














staff  writer 
Alpha Phi Alpha 
President  Larry 
Smith expects to see 
some pretty 
strange
 looking characters Saturday.
 
On 
that day, the black 
fraternity  
will celebrate 
its annual Halloween 
Ball from 9 p.m.
 to 4 a.m. in McCabe 
Hall.  
The theme name 
for the dance 
this year is 







, 'Erotic City,' so I guess
 calling it that 

















































 by the 



































 but do 
















































































































































































































































































Smith  said he 







































don't  have 













































 game against Cali-
fornia State 
University  at Long 
Beach, Nov. 10. 
Alpha Phi Alpha 
has been on 
campus since March 
1962,  Smith 
said. 
"We are the 
largest chapter in 
the Western region, 
with  45 members 






share a house. 
"We don't
 have a house




their  privacy," 
Smith said. 
"But




 a house." 
He
 said the 
fraternity  
owned  a 
house on 
12th
 Street about a year ago 
but the members
 decided to sell it. 
APA 













 the fraternity 
has -had its 
problems
 with them. 
"It's 
hard


















 them on 
ourselves,"  
he said. 
"We've  received 
some flack 
for that." 
Smith  said IFC 
officers  and  ad-
visers 
have
 called the 





pledge's neck a 
"hazing" activity. 
But despite 




 remains a 
































































































































 to say 
what  he plans 
to wear as 
a costume for
 the ball. 
He
 said he thought
 about dress-
ing 




but  he changed
 his mind. 
"I can't say
 what I'll 
dress  up as. 
It's 
a surprise," 
Smith  said with a 
laugh. "They'll just
 have to wait until 
they see




Team wraps up 
Fullerton
 review 
continued from page 
Board of Trustees, said team mem-
bers are selected on the basis of their 
familiarity 
with the campus and the 
CSU system. 
"The chancellor tries
 to select 
people who have 
been  active on cam-
pus," Ruffo said, 
"and
 who have in-
teracted with President Fullerton 
and could 

















































 of the 
advisory  
board,  the SJSU
 Foundation





The results of the review are con-
fidential, Pfau said, and intended 
only for use by the chancellor and 
board of trustees. 
"The report will not be 
avail-
able," 
Pfau said. "This is 
strictly  a 
personnel 




 CSU campus 
president 
will be reviewed this year, Pfau said. 
He  said 
each





is too complex and
 
time consuming,
 Pfau said, for one 
team to 






































You've found that someone special, and 
It's
 time to 
select the ideal engagement ring, a gift that will he a .vmhol of 
your love forever. 
Choosing the 
gem  and mounting
 takes time 
and care. 
At
 Morton Jewelers, 
we
 know how important
 this decision is 
and offer you our 31 years 
of experience 
to help you 
select
 the 
consummate ring. Our expert gemologists
 
will help you 
choose
 
the ideal gem 
and  mounting for 
your engagement 
set, giving 









American  Gem 
Fiiicicty
 
625 Town & 
Country Village, 
San  Jose 
Oren  NI, ,na.n 
throueh Saturday.
 IC,- 5 

























 Khaki Shirts and Pants 
 
Nurse  
 Scrub Suits 
 Survival Suits 
 
Swat Suits 






at 30% of Retail Value 















































staff  photographer 
vironmental,  
domestic 
and  foreign 
















 an SJSU siv eat shirt. Geraldine 
Ferraro,  the DeM-
Poster












































Boucher,  a nursing and 
health 
science senior, 
jumped  off the table 
and went 
after  her sign. 
"You can't rip up 
posters,"  she 
said. "This is 
Freedom of 
Speech."  
The unidentified woman shoved 
Boucher as she tried to retrieve
 her 
sign. A third woman,
 Irene Hoffman, 
an
 SJSU nursing senior, quickly 
grabbed the 
poster and tore it into 
four 
pieces,  dropping it to the floor 
A roar of 
approval  rang out from 
the 
approximately  350 people
 inside 
the Ballroom at 
8 p.m. last night, the
 
scheduled 
time  of vice presidential
 
candidate
 Geraldine Ferraro's 
rally. 
Ferraro'  plane from 
Oakland 
Airport
 to San Jose 
International  Air-
port 
was delayed and 
word  had been 
passed down from the 
stage  at the 
north 
end of the Ballroom
 that the 
first 
woman  vice presidential 
candi-
date 
would  be late. As the 
audience  
stood at 





slowly allowing more 
people to enter the room. 
Ted Gehrke, Associated Students 
Program Board adviser, said 
the 
Ballroom could 
accommodate  1,000 
people for 
the  rally. 
The crowd, surrounded by 




 for Tomorrow, Vote for 
Ferraro,"  "Support
 the Freeze, 
and  







 chants were 
growing 




built  for the 



















 for Reagan" 
was 
printed
 on the sign. 
The crowd
 booed, hurled 
wads  of 














strong  supporter of 
Mon-
dale/Ferraro,"  she said. 
"I think this 
is 
Mondale's  and 
Ferraro's  time. 
There 













 bused to 
a commune 







two of the 
newcomers  
were refused 
permission  to vote. 
Fourteen  other 
transients  from 
Rajneeshpuram, the 
religious com-
mune set up by the 
followers  of Bhag-
wan Shree 


















from across the 
na-
tion to live in 
the  commune. The
 Raj-
neeshees have 
been accused of trying
 
to influence 
local  elections with 
the  




The 16 transients, 
flanked
 by the 
sect's  attorneys
 and a 
Rajneeshee  
camera crew, 
showed  up for the 
first 
eligibility  hearings
 intended to 
pre-
vent 





Dunn,  29, of San 
Diego. 
and Bruce 














still  were mar-
ried,
 but  no longer







 workers picket; 
ask 
shoppers
 to boycott 
lettuce
 
FRESNO (AP) - 
The  United 
Farm Workers union picketed 20 
Alpha Beta and Say
-On  stores in Cali-
fornia asking 
consumers  to boycott 
the stores because of 
their ties to a 
Salinas lettuce producer. 
The picketing that began Monday 
in Los Angeles, San Jose, Salinas 
and  
other areas was an extension of a 
boycott launched in February 1979 
against the grower, Bruce Church 
Inc., UFW executive board member 
David 
Martinez said Tuesday. 
Martinez charged that both store 
chains, 
owned  by American Stores. 
were selling lettuce




 for American 
Stores. 
Alpha Beta and 
Say -On refused com-
ment on the boycott Tuesday. 
But 
Michaerl  Payne, vice 
presi-
dent and
 general manager of 
Bruce  
































































































 to stop 
buying shredded 
lettuce from Bruce 
Church, Payne responded to the Mc -
Donald's move Oct. 1, saying the
 






















have  questions 
or
 
problems  with 
the 
services available to you, 
























between  10 
and  211 
College 
Republicans





















was  coming to 
SJSU, he 
said. 
Boucher said it 

















 I also came 
to 
make a point - 











 contributed to 
these reports 











She said Reagan continues to 
quote JFK, but in 1960 he was a pen 
pal to 
Richard
 Nixon and 
compared  
Kennedy's
 economic policies to Karl 
Marx. 
"To those people who say this 
election cannot be won. I say it can, I 
say it must and 
with
 your help it 
will," Ferraro said in conclusion. 
Outside immediately after 
the 
ballroom  speech a spotlight
 was 
shown  on the 
amphitheater  stage. A 
Mondale-Ferraro 
campaign  worker 
led the crowd into cheers
 for Ferraro. 
The crowd cheered 
as




"I am really sorry you 
all could 
not come in," Ferraro said. Then she 
asked if she liked her new white SJSU 
sweatshirt and the crowd responded 
with
 cheers. 
"This is an election 
about your 
future more than 
anyone  else's," she 
said. 
"When you go into the voting booth 
remember you are voting on the envi-
ronment, 




 you will do 
the  right 
thing," she 
said.  "I'm sure you'll 
vote the Mondale-Ferraro ticket." 
In response to Ferraro's speech 
George  Waylend said, "I think she is 
the secret
 weapon of the Democratic 
Party  
"A lot of 
men relate to her












home state of 
the next
 ex -president 




 greeted by a 
crowd of 
3,000 people at a noon 
rally   
in Oakland. In 
front of Oakland's City 
Hall she continued her 
attack on Rea-
gan's  policies in Central 
America and ' 
his 
support of the Marcos 
govern-





























and  an 
evening
 
event at the 
Palladium  in 
Hollywood  
Outside the ballroom, about
 700, 
to 800 people lined
 the the staircase of' 
the Student
 Union, according to 
Cali-
fornia State University 
Police  Cadet 
Darryl Moore. 
Staff writers Paul 
Ruffner
 and 















































Blossom Hill at Almaden 








SAVE ON ALL 
OUR 
JACKETSINCLUDING  
GORE-TEXUP TO 40% OFF! 
Every
 jacket, parka  and vest 
we
 make is 
marked down!




comedown, Entrant and polarfleecc. And they 
all have our lifetime guarantee. 
DISCONTINUED STYLES AND 
"SLIGHTLY  
SECONDS"SAVE UP TO 80%! 
We've got a tremendous selection of 
factory seconds 
and discontinued styles. Everything is at 
least 40'k off, 
and up to 80% on some
 items! These prices are limited 
to stock on hand, and our 
factory
 seconds are not available 
in San Francisco.
 
ALL OUR SWEATERS ARE ON SALE
HELD OVER! NOW 
EVERYTHING 
WE MAKE IS 
ON SALE THROUGH 
THE END OF 
THE MONTH! 
Our Annual Fall Sale is on non, and runs through 
the end 
of
 October! Everything we 
make
 is on sale. 
and you can enjoy big 
markdowns  on your old 
favorites, as 
well
 as saving on all 
our  brand 
nev, designs.
 All our 
jackets.
 all our 
sweaters,
 all our 
tents,  sleeping
 bags 



























SAVE UP TO 50%! 




 our cotton sweaters are half-price, and
 all 
of our wool 
sweaters  are marked down 
20-50%.
 You 
can  select from a wide 
range  of colors and styles. 
hut hurrysale 













 PAW ALIO BERKELEY 
One Embarcadero 217 Alma 
St. 
2039
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science junior at 















 does the sound 
for 
projects at 






expertise  on sound. 
His  computer 
science background
 is used in a 
three -unit 
project  that created 
a 
workable
 computer system 
for the 
San Jose Food 
Bank.  
The Food Bank is a company 
that supplies aid to 
5,100  people in 
need of 
nutrition  assistance, 
usually  




The Food Bank takes 
cash 
donations from 
individuals  and food 
donations 
from
 supermarkets, and 
distributes them 
to the needy in the 
area. 
Weisser created the Food 
Bank's first database system, which 







like  a 
class 
would  
















were  contacted. 
"The Food Bank takes cash 
donations  from individuals or 
companies," Weisser said. 
"Thousands of people
 and 
businesses contribute. The Food 
Bank needed a way to keep a record 
of who contributed, 
when
 they 
contributed and what amount they 
contributed. 
"Using my database, which 
uses dBASE II as a 
program,
 we can 
pull contributors from the database 
system based on amount 
contributed and the date they 
contributed. Previously, the Food 
Bank would send out form letters to 
all contributors, no matter what 
amount they donated. 
"Now, we can 
make  specific 
references. For example, if 
somebody contributed a large 
amount, we can say so in our letter 
of 
thanks," Weisser said 
Thanks to Weisser's system, the 
Food Bank can mail out a newsletter 
regularly, and much faster than 
they used to. 
"Before,
 all the mailing labels 
had  to be typed on a typewriter," 
Weisser said. "Now, we can just 
run 
the address off of the
 printer 
connected
 to the computer," he 
said. 
The computer the 
Food
 Bank 
uses is little above a personal 
computer. It has 64k memory, and 
uses floppy disks for storage  of data. 
However, the computer system will 
be expanding, thanks to Weisser's 
efforts. 
"The Food Bank just bought a 
hard 
disk," Weisser said. The 
information from 
one  humdred 
floppy disks can be stored on one 
hard disk, Weisser said."45 million 
characters can be stored on the disk. 
75,000 different contributors and 
their backgrounds can be stored on 
the hard disk," he said. 
Weisser has many reasons for 
doing this project for the
 Food Bank. 
One reason 
is he recieved three 
units  of class credit for the database 
due to the efforts of Math and 
Computer 
Science  Prof. Michael 
Burke.
 Weisser appreciates the fact 
Joseph De 
Vera  - 









examines  his work at the San Jose Food Bank 
that
 he got class 
credit,
 and explains 
why
 he recieved it. 
"This 
(constructing  the 
database)  is a learning
 experience 
like a class would be.





can  use later 
on,"  he said. 
Other 
reasons
 he took on the
 job 
were "for the 
experience  and for 
the 
reference. 
When  you are 
applying  
for a job, 




 you have. 
This
 ( the Food 
Bank project)









 to me. 












the sound and the Food
 Bank, 
Weisser carries 11 
units of classes 
and has a 25 -hour
 week job at Sears. 
This 
doesn't leave him with much 
free time. When asked what he does 
with his spare time.




"When I can, I like to 
go home 
and do sound 
mixing
 with my 
personal 
stereo,
 but that's about all 
I have time to do," Weisser said. 
Mixing songs is Weisser's 
favorite 
musical  pastime. 
'Mixing'  
involves  taking one element of a 
prerecorded  song, such as the 
vocal  
or lead guitar, 
and either changing 
the 
volume
 or adding an effect
 to it, 
such 
as echo or vibrato. He 






 and has a 300 
watt sound system at his home that 
he uses to mix 
records
 and tapes. 
Beyond mixing, Weisser sees a 
deeper 
reason  why music is so 
important
 in his life. 
"I believe we all have a basic 
need for music," Weisser said. 
"Just
 as we need friendship, love, 
and the challenge of personal goals. 
so we need music  they all serve to 
maintain our emotional stability in 




"One can live life, and be a 
success in life without music, just as 
they can
 live without love and 
frienship  







train  embarks on 
trip  to 
the
 past 
By Carl Manning 






 passenger train 
slowly
 
makes it way 









age and the 
hundreds  of people who 
use
 it daily. 
It recalls the bygone 
days  of the 
City 
of
 New Orleans, 
American  Flyer 
and Chicago Limited 










BOSTON  Forget ghouls and 
goblins. This Halloween, the owner of 
the country's largest costume shop 
says Reagan and Nixon masks are 
selling like crazy, along with Michael 
Jackson gloves at $14.95 a shot. 
Mr. T and his gold chains are 
very popular,
 but remarkably few 
customers want to look like Walter 
Mondale or Geraldine Ferraro. 
"Reagan is a very, very big 
seller. I say we sell about 12 
a day, 
even more than that," David Berto-
lino said Wednesday at his store. 
Little Jack Horner Inc. "The other 
day someone from Mondale head-
quarters came down and bought
 a 
Reagan mask. Don't know what they 
plan 
to do with it. 
"And Nixon is hot. Easily as pop-
ular as 
Reagan,"  Bertolino said. "I 
guess people still love 
to hate him 
Sometimes they come in and 
buy  the 
Nixon mask and
 then buy handcuffs 
or a ball -and -chain 
to go with it." 








As usual, says 
Bertolino, po-
litical 
costumes  are 
making  him 
money. 









depending  on 
the  
amount of 
detail  in the 
disguise.
 
The  store 
has  sold 
out





Kennedy,  but 

























 it. "If 
he doesn't 
win, I'm 


























































































































































































 travel in high
 
style   
the cars were bought years ago by 





day the trip aboard El 
Fronterizo begins in Ciudad Juarez, 
the Mexican 
border city across the 
Rio Grande from El 
Paso,  Texas. It 
is,
 
a scheduled 36-hour run of 
1,200 miles 
to Mexico City. Sometimes 
it arrives 
on schedule;
 most times it is an hour 
or two late. 
The  train, with two 
engines and a 
dozen 






through  cool 
mountains 
to the green plains
 of the 
"itkitti; 'passing countless towns and 
villages of adobe hovels  some 
only 
existing because the tracks are there 
instead of somewhere else. 
For those with enough money, it 
can be 
travel in somewhat rugged 
splendor
 with service by porters
 
wearing 
white coats with silver 
but-
tons in 50
-year -old Pullman 
sleeper
 
cars that once 
traveled the United 
States. 
But
 for most travelers, it is end-
less hours in 





 from vendors 
through windows at station 
stops  and 
trying to sleep
 sitting up. 
The cars are divided 
by
 costs  
second class, 
first  class, first class 
special and Pullman service. The
 
train  carries up to 2,000 passengers a 
day, as many 
as
 a quarter of them in 
second-class 
 the cheapest ticket 
available.
 
Asked to explain the difference in 
the 
cars,  conductor Enrique Aranda 
Bernal, 
62,  who has been a 
railroader  
for 50 years, 




 there is no toi-
let 
paper  in the 
bathroom.
 In first 
class,
 there is toilet 
paper,  but it gets 
stolen. In first class special, the toilet 
paper gets stolen, but there is porter 
to put
 it back," he said. 
Last year, 27 
million
 people rode 
trains in Mexico and officials expect 
there will be more this year because 
train travel is cheaper
 than airlines 
and buses and in some cases goes to 
places where no other public 
trans-
portation arrives. 
For example, a second-class 
ticket from Ciudad Juarez to Mexico 
City costs about
 $9, while a bus ticket 
for the same route costs
 $33 and air 
passage about $90. 
















































































 project to 
upgrade the  
railroad  system,
 includ-





making  repairs 
along the 




for  carrying 
freight. 
Some 
of the cars are 50-75 years
 
old, 
especially  the sleeping cars 
with 
such 
romantic names as 
Monte  Blanc 
with 




to the walls. 
There is no hot water for 
shaving
 




 the beds are comfortable 
and in the day 
































San Jose, CA 
95126  
PIEDMONT'S




learning  years are not your 
prime earning 
years.  But don't let that 
stop you from moving
 off campus. 
Through 
February  28,1985, you can 
fly anywhere 
Piedmont  flies for half fare.To 
LA
 and NewYork. And to all 
kinds
 of hot spots and 






 you must be under26 and have 
a valid student ID. Read the fine 
print  below for restrictions. 
Piedmont's 50% Off College Fare. More
 proof that our 
commitment to higher 
education
 is not just a lofty ideal. 
!WAWA ! 717 TAWAIWZ7E-5"
 




 pm. HI dulay trawl nvncrions 
apply.































lems his defense has suffered 
the 
past two weeks, and he doesn't hesi-
tate when asked where the blame 
lies.  
"We've been lacking in concen-
tration, discipline and
 basic tech -
Football
 
nique," Godden said. 
That covers about 
everything, 
and anyone 
who  saw last week's 
game
 with Southwestern 
Louisiana 
would have to 




 and 240 rushing yards to the 
Ragin' Cajuns, the Spartans
 often ap-
peared lethargic, 
lost, and incapable 
of tackling. 
"The fault lies
 partly in coaching 
and partly in 
player  concentration," 
Godden said. 
The Spartans
 will have to pick 
up 
the pieces
 quickly, as 
explosive 
Fresno 
State  comes to 
Spartan Sta-
dium Saturday night.
 The Bulldogs 
have averaged 48 
points  their last two 
PCAA outings, 
a 53-24 win over New 
Mexico State
















Spartan  offense 




gift wrapped some 
opportunities for
 the opposition. 
Sat-
urday, USL scored
 TDs on drives 
of
 
six and 18 yards






 has given up a 
lot of yards 
lately.  The last two 
games, the opposition has accumu-
lated 774
 total yards to SJSU's 619 
and out -scored the Spartans
 56-40. 
"We're certainly not
 playing like 
the defensive team we'd like to be at 
this point," 
Spartan head coach 
Claude Gilbert said. 
"We're  playing 
too tenderly and soft." 
One soft spot has been
 the de-
fensive front, which Fullerton State 
and USL attacked for most of their 
yards. Fullerton picked up 2117 yards 
on the ground
 and USL 240. 
The Spartans have yielded an av-
erage of 165.9
 yards per game rush-
ing
 and averaged only 95 themselves. 
Opposing teams have 
picked up 70 
first 
downs  on the ground to the Spar-
tans' 53. 
USL coach Sam Robertson 
praised the play of Spartan defensive 
tackle Danny Clark after Saturday's 
game. "I was proud to watch him." 
Clark, who has recorded three 
sacks after sitting out the first three 
games of the season with a hamstring 
pull, offered his assessment of recent 
problems 
on
 the defensive line. 
"It hasn't been a  constant prob-
lem," he said. "Usually 
one  person 
has broken down on a play, and the 
opposition has gone right there to 
take advantage of it." 
Clark will experience something 
new this week if 
defensive
 end Terry 
McDonald is forced to sit out against 
Fresno State because of an injured 
elbow. Normally lined 
up
 inside at 
the tackle 
position, Clark will be 
moved
 outside and play more of a 
roving
 linebacker like McDonald has 
all  season. 
While opposing teams have en-
joyed success running on the Spar-
tans lately, 




the air. The yardage totals 
haven't been huge, but the 
comple-




 weeks ago, Fullerton quar-
terback Damon Allen completed 15 
of
 
27 passes for 207 yards and three 
Strong safety
 Lou Patrone 
(above) and tackle Danny 
Clark (right) have been the 
most consistent
 Spartans on 
defense lately. Patrone had 12 
tackles against Southwestern 
Louisiana Saturday, while 
Clark accumulated 11. 
TDs. 
USL's  Don Wallace was success-
ful last week on 11 of 15 passes for 127 
yards and a TD. Wallace
 also scored 
three TDs rushing. 
The Spartans have 
averaged 
239.6 yards per game throwing this 









(AP)   After 
watching Jack Del
 Rio cook, clean 
and care for 
his younger brothers, 
one of his pals 
tagged  him "Mr. 
Mom." 
At 6-foot -4 and 235
 pounds, the 
Southern Cal linebacker
 somehow 
doesn't fit the image. 
Trojans' 
defensive  coordinator 
Artie Gigantino
 once described Del 
Rio as having "a 
real sense of nasti-
ness about him" 
on the football field. 
Gil 
Brandt,  vice president
 of the 
Dallas Cowboys,
 has said of Del Rio, 
"Lk for Jack to be 
one 01 the domi-
nating  forces in 





 starter at 
Southern 
Cal, Del 




He and two 
broth-
ers and a 
step-brother 
were  raised by 
their 
divorced  
father,  and 
Jack,  as 
the eldest, 
helped  around










 I'd get up 















 on time. 
"We'd  all clean up 
the dishes and 







 closer to 
winning






 of Santa 
Clara.  15-7, 15-3.
 




SJSU, 10-0 in NorPac, 16-5 overall 
and currently riding an 11 -game win-
ning streak, needs just two more wins 
 against Cal and Fresno State  to 
put the wraps on the conference title. 
But while others are talking inches, 
Spartan coach Dick
 Montgomery is 
still moving foot -by -foot. 
"We're just taking it a step at a 
time," Montgomery 
said. "We have 
to beat Cal (Oct. 30) before we worry 
about Fresno State (Nov. 9)." 
But Montgomery had little to 
worry about against the Broncos, 
who the Spartans 




score wasn't deceiving 
 the 
match  was that lopsided. The
 
Spartans did trail  3-0 early in the 
first 
game, but Linda 
Fournet,
 who 
led  the Spartans with 10 
kills, reeled 
off eight straight serves
 for an 8-3 
lead. It wasn't close 
thereafter.  
SJSU breezed to a 6-0 lead in the 
second game, led 
by the serving of 
Julie Braymen, who
 didn't play in the 
first 
game.  
The Spartans trailed briefly in 
the third game, 5-4, but regained the 
lead on a pair of Barbara
 Higgins' 
aces. Higgins also  finished with eight 
kills. 
Later, Fournet ripped off six 
points  on serves to make it 
13-5,  put-
ting
 it way out of reach.
 
Felicia Schuller 
also  put a couple 
balls out of reach, 
banging down nine 
kills and adding














ACADEMIC SENATE RETREAT 
Monday, October 29, 1984 
1 to 5:30 p.m. 
Almaden Room, Student Union 










 Oct. 31st 
On 
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the house and 
sometimes,
 if my fa-
ther was working late, we'd cook 
din-
ner. I make good lasagna
 and meat 
loaf." 
Ironically,
 he believes learning 
to take care of himself was a factor in 
his earning a first-string spot with the 
Trojans as a freshman. 
"It 
helped when I 
came
 here 
You suddenly find 
yourself  really on 
your own for the
 first time and a lot
 of 
the 








done  all that before, so 
there
 wasn't really a period
 of adjust-
ment
 for me. I could 
take
 care of my-
self 
and concentrate on football." 
Del Rio 
became  a starter in the 
Trojans' fifth game of 
the 1981 season 
and went on 
to post 69 tackles  11 for 
losses  that year He has led the 
team in tackles for loss 
each
 of the 
past three seasons, 
and had 13 quar-
terback sacks 
for 107 yards in 1983. 
In addition to being a talented 
football player, Del Rio has been the
 
starting catcher on the Trojans' base-
ball team the past two years, hitting 
.342 with seven homers and 36 runs 
batted in 
last season. 
He said that he's made the deci-
sion to pursue a pro football career 
instead of trying to make it in base-
ball, citing the probable stint in the 
minor leagues and the 
uncertainties  
that baseball
 players usually have to 
endure. 
have picked up 
85
 first downs 
through
 
the air in 









Lou  Patrone says
 the 
Spartan 
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Patrone  is 
currently  
fourth
 on the 
team in 
tackles with




































































































 to the 
public,
 
said  Wally 
McGuire,  a member
















 said a rep-





San Jose called 
Sunday  to inquire 
about  
volunteers to help 
coordinate Ferrraro's
 appearance. 
   
Ex -Spartan 
vendor  Giovanni 
Panciera,  who has 
been  
trying since early
 September to 
win  back his job, 
Tuesday  
filed 
an appeal after his 
grievance
 was denied by 
Spartan
 
Shops General Manager Ed Zant. 
According to Zant, 
Panciera's appeal 
will  be given to 
the personnel 
committee
 of Spartan Shops'
 Board of Di-
rectors, the 
fourth  and final level in 
the grievance proce-
dure. 
Associated  Students 
President  Michael 
Schneider
 is 
the newly appointed 
chairman of the personnel
 commit-
tee. A hearing 
date will be set within




in front of the 
Student  Union 
Tuesday
 
asking students to sign a 
petition to have him 
reinstated  
with back pay. 
Panciera, 41, worked 
the  vending position in front of 
the Wahlquist 
Library  last semester 
and  was employed 
by Spartan 
Shops  for the past 
four years. 
   
A proposal to 
change  California State University 
Board of 
Trustees'  meetings from 
six  to four times a year 
was met 
with  resistance by the 
California  State Students 
Association.  
The 
trustees,  representatives 
from the chancellor's 
office 
and  the 19 CSU campus 
presidents
 meet in Long 
Beach six 
times a year for two days.
 The proposal by 
newly appointed
 trustee Tom Stickel
 would allow for 
quarterly meetings 
consisting  of three days. 
Stickel  said the CSU 
system  could save as 
much  as 
$100,000
 a year by cutting
 the meetings 
down
 to four. 
Though
 they would still 
meet




travel  and preliminary 
administrative expenses
 







 Spartans on 
their home 
turf,  but the 
Spartans
 were able to walk 
off the 
field under their own 
power.  
The early -season rash of 
injuries that plagued the 
Spartans has slowed down, although
 they may have lost 
their most valuable defensive lineman for 
next week's 









 five, has 
intercepted  

























The Spartans will need all the help they can get 
against Fresno State quarterback Kevin Sweeney who 
threw for 372 yards on 18 of 30 passes in the Bulldogs 43-18 
win over Utah State Saturday. 
Spartaguide
 
The India Students Association is 
having a pot luck tomorrow from 





 Room. Contact Vija 
at 277-8582 for more information. 
   
The 
Department
 of Math and 
Computer Science 
will
 hold a lecture 
at 4:15 p.m. 
today  in MacQuarrie 
Hall, Room 324. Prof. 
Gregory Brum-
fiel of Stanford University will speak 
on "Real Algebra and the Stone-
Weierstrass theorem." Contact 
Prof.  
R. Kubelka at 
277-2400  for more infor-
mation. 
   
KSJS 
FM
 91 will air 









for  Peace at 6 
tonight. 
   
The SJSU
 Ski Club is 
sponsoring  
a Halloween  
Dance from 8 
p.m.  to 
midnight 
tomorrow  at the Letter-
man's  Club, 425 N. 
Fourth  St., San 
Jose. 
Contact Shelly 
at 272-0764 for 
more information.
 




















   
SJSU Campus
 Democrats will 
holds general meeting from 12:30 to 
1:30 p.m. 
today  in the S.U. Almaden 
Room. Contact 
Paul  Torres at 262-
7754 for more information. 
   
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance 
will hold a Halloween Social at 4 
p.m.  
today in the S.U. Almaden Room. 
Call 277-2047 for more information. 
   
Sigma Chi




open party at 9 
p.m. 
tomorrow at 284 S. 
Tenth St. (Sigma 
Chi 
house). A $2 entry
 donation is re-
quired.
 Call Andy Stole
 at 971-9525 for
 
more information. 






 the "Fran and 
Charlie 
Show"
 from 7:30 to 9:30 




lie Shiras at 298-0204
 for more infor-
mation. 
   
The 





sponsoring  a 
dance  from 8 
p.m  to 
midnight tomorrow in the WOrnen's 
Gym, Room 101.




   
The SJSU Concert 
Choir  and Cho-
raliers will perform at 8:15 tomorrow
 
night  at Christ the Good Shepherd Lu-
theran Church, 1550 Meridian 
Ave.,  
San Jose. Tickets are $4 general and 
$2.50 for students and senior citizens. 
   
The Meteorology Department is 
sponsoring a speech by John Monte-
verdi, associate professor
 of the De-
partment of Geosciences
 at San 
Francisco 
State  University, from 2 to 
3 p.m. 
today in Duncan Hall, Room 
615. 
Monteverdi  will discuss a "Sur-
vey of impacts of warm sea surface 
temperature
 anomalies in eastern 
pacific on 
synoptic  patterns." 
   
Graduating students and regis-
tered alumni may sign up for inter-
views with visiting employers today 
in the Student Union at 1 p.m. The Ca-
reer 
Planning
 and Placement Center 
advises interested persons to pick up 
registration materials in Building Q. 
For more information 
call  Cheryl Al -
'men at 277-2272.  
   
The Student California Teacher's 
Association will hold a membership 
barbeque from noon
 to 2 p.m. today 
at the barbeque
 pits next to the Wom-
en's Gym. Contact 
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 Call Janice 
408-261
 2993 
FREE FACIAL II MAKEOVER lesson. 
Learn to take better care of your 
skin & apply makeup correctly Ab 
solute0  no obligation. Call tort.y 




 IT, Detailed recipes 
end 
preparation instructirm for festive 
turkey dinner Send 61 00 to Hey 
Mom 4718 Meridian Ave 207, 
&NI Jew Ca 95118 
P 0 BOX RENTALS. Available 
now No waiting The Mail 
Post 
4718 Meridian A. 14081 266 
1500
 
TAKE CARE OF 
YOURSELF complete 
health c.fe 
clink  within 
walking  
distance 
of SJSU Foe range
 of 
ob/gyn ind birth
 control & mbor 




 InatilCin & Inarrapy
 
offering rode 11 group COUronininp 
.d classes 
Professional  II caring 
staff Call Women  Community 
CInne. Inc at 
207-4000 for Info 
Of KV Bring
 in this ad for  FREE 
2 MINUTE 
PREGNANCY,.,, 
VIDEOTAPING. S J 51.1 CLUBS 
end 
orgsmixellons hitve your events vi 
dew.od this 
semeNterl Call Cry. 
tel. Clew Video Productions at 
14151964
 7572 
WE NEED SPERM DONORS.
 All races 
Los Ohvos Women'. Medic. 





 T shirts 






competitive prices by G West Cm 
salons Cell 
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son.. rate. North Son 








ABOUT ACCURACY bring your typing 
to the pro. Special'. in Tenable. 
AP& MLA & 
resumes  Tran.dp 
non service IBM 
selectric
 II, 10% 
discount with adt tiny
 
.1.00  .11 
the espert, Jane 251 5942 
ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE 
TYPING  
that's tops TOM Tony,  296 




 Available 7 
day. w.kly All work guerant.d 
IBM Correcting 
SolectfIc 




uste thesis Ecellence in word 
proceseing Located 15 minutes 
west of camp. Flerich
 us so 
14081 241 0503 Call on Married, 
Enterprise 
AMPARA's. A complete word pro 
crossing sec ..... lal service Dicta 
phone Clutch turn wound Son 
Tomes  01cott. Santa Clem 10 
yr ...nen. 727 4998 
CALL 
PROFESSIONAL  STENO typing 
service lot few .curate typing 
/word proce.sing 11 50double 
sewed page Guerant.d quick r 
turn on ell papers Cassette tran 

























THE  NEWS TONIGHT,. 
DRU05,GUN5 AND MURDER 
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Life on Earth 
THE 
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ham area phone Linda et 264 
4504 or leave message 
COMMERCIAL WORD PROCESSING 
Completely 
guerenteed disk 
stored for later editing fast ecru 
rate confidential Rewrites re 
ports anwn.riny legal 
financial 
Reduce @Merge photocopy & 
graphics service Colored paper 
201 E Campbell Campbell 370 
1134 
DEPENDABLE TYPING h. pick up IS 




 is. Olivetti elec.° 
nk Samples arall 
for reel.. Call  
afternoons or eve. 371 5933 
ask for Jude 




structure. etc on request lAp 
Proved
 
forme.. eg Campbell 
APA) Term papers resumes etc 
14 yr. wiper Willow Glen are. 






E XECUT Y. WORD PROCESSING 
Outdo 
turn -around guaranteed 
error free. dependable Lynn. 
quality OW? Courier 10 Latter 
Gothic 
12. Scientific. & Greek 
Math Symbols 
Fr. 45 day disk 









 discounts 10 
yr. prof 5.
 
lic.sed in my 
home












acct..,  Low 
rates 111 
25!pag  double 
spactsdl  
Resumes
 from $600 





El Camino and 












locum II Ten yrs 
ol typang!word 
proces.ing xp .pecialiting
 in re 
ports theses bust.. letters 
technical & statistical 
typing
 r 







located off Hamilton & 
Winchester 
866 2158 
WORD PROCESSING, We.peciali. in 
thesis style papers IAPA MLA 
Termblen. etc 1 Re. rams
 lest 
service Assit wispelling punctua 
lion winole grernmer 
style 
the.e. term papers outlines r 
sumes correspondence Pick up 5 
delivery avall.friendly svc for for 
sign students
 Sally 2742280 9 
am 9 
pm 
INNOVATIVE  COMPUTER SERVICES,,
 
located right arms5
 the street 
from SJSU 
for  your convenr.cel 





 & rape 
finve
 letters' C. us et 292 8461 
tor an appointmemi We have vwy 
low rates IS good service, 
I TYPE 










 ds me 
Pickup  & delivery 
evadable CHRYSTAL 913 8461 
8 AM 8 
PM
 
15 years .penenc  
KEY IN WORD PROCESSING! Theses 
chaser -M.. reports 
From 
$1 
75double space pet page
 
Nothing under 10 pages accepted 
Also mpetitive letters labels marl 
mg 
lists  Joye at 264 1029  
MASTERPIECE TYPING for that PER 
FERCT  PAPER. Proleswonel work 
guerant.d Theses papers re 
sum. on IBM 01CtrIC Proofread 
100 
grammw 666 wain, irn 
provernents upon request Near 
SJSU 
Coil 






term papers bins..s  letters etc 
Close to SJSU mos rate. Call 
Cathy et 971 9315 
RENEE S RESUME DESIGN Dynemic 
person...d  graphics colorful for 
mat




will  open doors for YOU. Send  
sparkhng resume itot 
will brighten 
their ch. Dam lob. remembered,' 
Think of 10M0000 
Can 14081 
287 6050 today Loowed near 
cempos 
SUNNYVALEiVALLCO
 Marc.. word 
proceasing!typrng Prompt neat 





 Idouble ors 
typal Call 720 8635 
THE BUSINESS EDGE clerk. support 
servic word procssing typing 
theses term pope,. resumes & 
much
 more Special student rates 
448 7719 
TYPING
 Resumes 5 Pew. 
One  
drri 
turn around includes proof read 
mg Cell 559 4614 day & eves 
TYPING 
THESIS  term papers. etc 
*up and fest Very 
ressonable 
5105 Pho. 289 8674 
WANT IT 













20 yrs .per Bortmr 972 
9430  
WORD MAGIC 





document  specrals.1 Res 
son.. W. Prompt and accu 
mt turnaround Reese call 578 
1772,227
 1680  
WORD PROCESSING. etudent pews 
reports. watietical typing end bow 
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Lines  $40 00 
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SUM DUCK, SWAY ORDER 




 Jose State University 
San Jose California 95191 
CloillarlOolt Wood Valenti/OW 
 Deadline Two 
days poor to public/MO. 
 Consecutiv 
publication  dates only 
 No 
























Down from the North 
Woods  of 
Canada  comes 
Grizzly Beer.










































 New York, N 
Thursday,
 October 25, 1984 















upon  a Time 
. Some place where there's 
no trouble . . Do you think there is 
such a place, Toto? There must be. 
Not a place you can get to by a boat 
or a train. It's far far away. . 
Behind the moon. 
Beyond the rain. 
THERE'S
 NOTHING LIKE A 
CLASSIC 
Sunday 
night, this fact 
was once again driven home. 
Opting to pass on the fall TV 
lineup. I went to the movies 
instead  Downtown's Camera 
One Theatre featured a twin bill of 
"Singing in the Rain" and "The 
Wizard of Oz." 
They were brilliant. 
Leaving the theater with a 
renewed  belief in the 
fantastic  and 
the fairytale. I couldn't
 help but 
wish that movies 
today could be 
made 
in the old style. 
Sure.  
sometimes it gets a bit corny. I 
laughed
 with everyone else when 
Dorothy said 
said,  "Toto, I have 
the feeling we're not in Kansas 
anymore." But, that line definitely 
beats the newer ones of 
remembrance, 
such
 as, "Go ahead 











 the heart 
and soul 
of














appealing  to the 
intellect and human
 emotions, the 
focus is now 
purely
 on the senses. 
It's not so 
much
 what is being
 said 
anymore,
 but how it's 
being 
presented.




 not good 
unless it's 
accompanied by 
a barrage of sight 
and sound 





supplement  is an 
arts/entertainment
 guide 
that appears each Thursday in 





Associate Editor  
Frank  
Lopez  
Associate Editor  
Cindy  Roberts 
Special Sections












believe is a gift 
sent  from the gods 
in "The Gods 
Must
 Be 
Crazy  " 
Interestingly,
 members






the bottle. For 
review on it 
and  other 
films,  




The Entertainer uses the following
 system for rating the per-
formance or quality of a featured piece 
of art. Each rating is given 
by the individual author, and is done to give the 
reader  a summa-




Stay Away   
 *   
 





The  Entertainer 
welcomes all 
comments  and 
criticism.  Please 
identify  yourself
 along with 
your major, 
class  standing 
and  tele-
phone 
number  All letters 
become property
 of the Entertainer
 and 
















 to the 







-play,  have 
served
 as 
yet another way 
to to shift 
current
 
B -movies into, if 
not the "classic" 
realm,  box-office 
hits.
 And far too 
often a money
-making
 film is also 












cower  when 







parts  of the Dirty 
Harry  
series 
don't  come close 
to 
shallowest 


























"art"  films, 
















seem  to be gone 
forever.  But I 
guess I really 
shouldn't
 dwell on it. 
I'll think 
of
 a better way 
to 
deal with it 
later.
 
I'll think of it all tomorrow, at 
Tara lean stand it then, 
Tomorrow think of 
some way to 
get them back. After all, tomorrow 






By Tim Goodman 
Sometimes
 you really have 
to 
wonder  about the Brits.
 Of course, 
the youth in that 
royal country are 
the 
foremost  authority on 
music. 
No doubt 
about  that. And, 
of
 
course,  the best 
music  comes from 
that country 
too.
 Now then, on to 
the 
problem.  Number one on the 
U.K. charts: "I Just 
Called  to Say 






page of taste, no 
doubt  about that. 
Bring back 





Dept:  Why do 
people  like 
Prince? 









which  must rip 




 it does blues
 
songs ). and
 except for 
his ability to 
make
 people dance,
 he has 
none.  








artist,  and 
we're  getting 
nowhere  
fast. Got 
it?  OK, now we 
put to-











But  are we 
short 
enough?  
Tidbits  Two 
of the best 
new voices 
on 
vinyl . . 
. Garth 
Green   or 
just 
















until  you 













out . . 
. New albums
 out by 
Heaven  
17, XTC, 
and  Yoko Ono.






































































































Eight miles south 
of Blossom 
Hill on Almaden 
Road.  San Jose. 
268-2492. 
The 
Country Store  To-
night: The Fun Kings. 
Friday:  
Papa Doo  Run 
Run.  Heartbeats. 
Saturday: Papa Doo Run Run, 
Tuesday: Laugh Your Ass Off 
featuring Kip Adotta, Ray 
Booker, Mark Miller, Jeanine 
Hansen. Wednesday: The Coun-
try Store's last night of opera-
tion. Live 
music  featuring 
Chaser. The
 Country Store will 
be closed
 throughout November 
for 
remodeling  and 












































































Monday: ( to be 
announced.)
 
Tuesday: Stanley Clarke Band. 
Wednesday: Tramp,
 Dammaj. 
Air Raid. 260 California Ave., 
Palo Alto. ( 4151  324-1402. 
Miramar Beach 
Inn  To-
night: Maria Muldaur. Friday: 
Stu Blank and His Nasty Habits 
Saturday: Mark Ford Band. 
Sunday: The Ensemble. Tues-
day: comedy. Wednesday: Mi-
ramar Beach Band. 
City Lights Performance 
Group
  Opening Friday: 'Be-
yond Therapy,' an uproarious 
and sophisticated comedy. San 
Pedro Square, 70 
N. Almaden 
St., San Jose. 295-8318 
doesn't matter
 who covers her 
songs,
 the lyrics are 
still  terribly 
weak . . . 
Good
 sounds from 
the 
new 
UB40 album . . 
. Hot or not, 
The Waterboys 
know how it should 
be 
done




 in the 
studio,














 to amaze 
. . Old news
 
gets 




Roddy  Frame 
of Aztec 
Cam-






 of the 

































. . Not 
to dwell
 on it,






























































































































































Now That I'm Perceived as a Btu& 
Collar King" Springsteen. Yes,  
that was 
a bit of a swipe at The 
Boss. Wait. The Boss? Isn't 
he sup 
posed to 
be a worker? Get 
a real 


















 they're telling us), be-
















other, with a new album? 
Oh
 my. 
No word yet if there's a remix
















You know, the guy 

























































































































































   
  
_.11,  






























natural  for 
people  to 
wonder how 
the one of the
 nation's 
top comic
 actors  
whose  perfor-






would fare in 




viewing  "The 
Razor's 
Edge,"  fans needn't worry. 
Bill 
Murray does just fine. 
Based  on the novel by 
W. Som-
erset Maugham,
 "Edge" was the 
perfect vehicle for
 Murray to try 
his hand at 
a serious role, for the 
very fact that although the story -





Murray  is able to capi-
talize on. 
"Edge" is a story about one 
man's battle between himself and 
society's 
norms.  
The struggle that one finds 
when making the decision to reject 
passivity, and take on the chal-
lenge of changing one's life is a 
universal  one, and Murray's char-
acter, Larry
 Darrell, is both eng-
aging and 
cavalier  in his search 
for peace 
within  himself. 
film 
Shot on 
location,  against the 
backdrop  of post
-WWI,
 this search 
takes 
Darrell from his 
home  in 
America 
to Paris to India to 
Paris,  
and finally back to 
America. 
At the outset, he's
 all set to 




 and enter the 
working 
world as a 
stockbroker  for her 
uncle,
 when he and his 
best friend 
Gray Maturin
 (James Keach) 
are  
called
 off to war to 
serve  as ambu-
lance 
drivers.  No 
problem,  there 
will 














 in the 
trenches, 
so 










 to the 




at the bit 
to get 
married  





































































































































































































As a man searching
 for peace, 
Murray








people . . . well, they
 probably 
wouldn't know why 
there  were two 
forks on the
 table. 
Although Isabel is clearly un-
comfortable, she tries to remain 
nonplussed by it all, until some 
diners at the next table start to 
wag their tongues and press their 
faces against 
the glass, with Dar-
rell following suit. This unnerves 
her, and when she asks Darrell 
who they are, he explains, 
"I work 
with them  packing 
fish. I like 
it  
Looking 
a little green around 
the gills, Isabel 
restrains  herself 
so as not to 
scream  and says, "You 
left me to come 
over  here and pack 
fish? You wanted time,
 I gave you 
time. You said you 
wanted
 to think 
. . all right, now it's time
 to come 
home."
 
"I'm not going back," re-
sponds 
Darrell.  "I'm not 
going  to 
be a stockbroker." 
Isabel,  who by 
this
 time is not 
looking 
well  at all, starts 
telling 
Darrell that she 
lived up to her half 
of the 
bargain  and 
he's
 not being 
fair, etc. 
Darrell,  a 




understand  his 
happiness,
 finally 
explains,  "Look, 
I've
 got another 
shot  at life, and 
I'm 
not going to 
waste  it on a 
big  
house 
and  a new 
car  every 
year,  
with




 a big house

















 at his 
apart-
ment





 a rat and a 
communal 
bath-
room with no 
toilet, she decides 
that she cannot deal with it and 
leaves Darrell  without waking 
him up. 
Trying to cope with both 
the 
loss of the woman 
he loves, and the 
disappointment  that he has not yet
 
found complete peace within him-
self, Darrell travels to India 
where, with the help of a wise 
old 
monk, he makes the 
solo  journey 
into the snow-covered
 Himalayas. 
It is there that Darrell 
finally
 
finds the peace that he is 
searching
 
for, and decides to return home, to 
Paris. 
It is here, in the second half of 
the film that the audience really 
sees what Darrell is made of, and 
witness
 a rivoting performance by 















































childhood  friend of 
Isabel, 
Darrell 
and Gray, who 
married 
and




accident,  however, has 
changed
 Sophie from the 
sweet, 
all-American
 girl into a 
woman  de-
pendent on alcohol 
and a number 
of
 other vices which
 serve to make 
her an 
"undesirable" even to 
her 
old 
chums, Isabel and 
Gray, who 
have since married
 each other. 
One of the
 classic scenes 
comes when 
Darrell  takes Isabel 
and Gray into  
a dive on the 
"other" side of 
Paris.  Darrell is 
having 
a great time, 
even if his 
friends 
do






who  looks quite 




table. Glad to see 
his  old friend, 
Darrell












 mention that Sophie 
was  in 
Paris.  
The ensuing conversation 
ex-
poses  many of the 
resentments  
Isabel has for Sophie,
 and the com-
petition  she now feels 
for Darrell's 
affection. 
Many of the film's more touch-
ing 
moments are seen
 as a result 
of the love affair
 that develops be-
tween Darrell and
 Sophie, and the 
struggle 
that
 ensues when Sophie 
tries to 
overcome her guilt over
 
the death of her husband and child. 
There is a strong web of pas-
sion, jealousy
 and caring that sur-
rounds the four friends, and 
audi-
ences will find that they 
experience a continuous rapid ex-
change of emotions that will leave 
them laughing 
one moment, cry-









"Mother In -Laws Day" 


































33 S. Central 
Ave.,  Campbell 
For Entertainment Info. (408)  
866-8288  
 FEATURING   
 Elevated Stage 




 Rock is Roll Rive) 7 








Thin., Oct. 25 
CHASER
 
Fri., Oct. 26 
FRAGILE 
Sat., Oct. 27 
Call  For Info 
Sun., 








 is torn the 
band  
Mon., Oct. 29 
DIRTY LOOKS 







 Nov. 1 
ATLANTIS
 









Nov.  3 
HUSH 
Special  Guest 
Dirty Looks 



















hpared far LO 
Now 
Wars 









Hun Imi 21 































In past novels, 
author  John le 
Carre has 
supported  the 
Israelis
 
right to exist as 
a country. News-
week  magazine 
refers  to the novel 
'The 
Little  Drummer 
Girl"  as Le 
Carves 






villains shift roles 









 was the 
focus  of the 
novel 










 to be a se-
ries of confusing 
shifts from one 
side to the other, 
leaving  the audi-
ence with the 
impression that the 
filmmakers couldn't
 make up their 




















Keaton plays an 
aspir-
ing  actress, Charlie, who, at 
the 






and  causes. She soon 




 named Michel 
after 
hearing  him speak on the
 
troubles  of his country,
 and  its 
losses
 to the Israelis. 
Only identified by his 
first 
name, 
Michel wears a hood 
over 
his 
face  to protect his identity.
 A 
bright red 
coat he wears is all 
she  
has to 
identify  him by. 
This 




 to draw her to their side
 
as a 
puppet  in their attempt to end 
the terrorism 






 her plays, the Is-
raelis plant 




























this is one 




 since she 
is
 
only in love with
 what he rep-
resents, without any 
interest
 in the 
man himself. 
Actually,
 she is falling 
in love 
with one of the main 
Israeli  lead-
ers in the master 
plan,  Joseph, 
who is only posing as 
Michel.
 Since 
he never says more
 than two 
words to her, the fact
 that she falls 
in love at all is also 
hard  to believe. 
If it all sounds 
confusing,  it is. 
Once Charlie 
finally  agrees to 
join the  Israeli side,
 Joseph sets 
out to fill her with 
as much infor-





so she can continue
 to appear sym-
pathetic to the Palestinian cause. 
A 
major  problem 
throughout
 
most of the 
film
 is that while the Is-
raelis manipulate 
Charlie's emo-
tions and reactions to 
get  their 
way, she 
readily  goes along like 
a 
little girl playing house. 
She is wishy-washy
 throughout 
the film, and you
 never know 
whose side she is actually
 on, since 
she sympathizes 
with  whatever 
party she's with 
at the time. 
Unfortunately,
 Keaton's act-
ing in the role lacks conviction in 
almost every scene. It's hard to 
empathize with her emotions or 
problems, because she doesn't ap-
pear to really
 feel them. 
At one point, Joseph 
(played  
by Yorgo Voyagis) is driving her 
to a bombing mission. Getting out 
of the car, she turns to him and 
says
 "I love you. Not that it makes 
any difference. I 
just
 thought you 
should know in case one of us ends 
up under a bus." Then she bounces 
away as if she's 
off way to a party. 
This is about as emotional as 
she gets until nearly the end of the 
film,  when she has to watch 
some-
one die to realize 
it isn't just a 
game. 
Keaton gets caught in the middle
 of a war 
Even as the role 
of an actress 




 Her voice is mo-
notone and her face expressionless 
in most of the plays she performs. 
Near the end 
of
 the film, she 
is
 
shown rehearsing for a 
new play, 
and for once, she puts a great deal 
of 
emotion  into it and the audience 
finally 
sees  a little talent shine 
through. However, her director 
tells her to that she isn't "real" 
enough. 
You can't win. 
Although there is plenty of vio-
lence in the film, none of it is done
 
just for the sake of violence. 
One positive aspect
 of the 
movie is that it depicts both sides 
of the Israeli -Palestinian conflict 
accurately, and it is true to life 
since the conflict is never resol-
ved.* * 
Keaton  plays the role 









By Mary Green 
Bushmen of the Kalahari in 
southern and central Africa live 
a simple existence compared 
with the contemporary life of 
most Americans. The Bushmen 
live
 without calendars or time 
pieces. They also have a sense of 
honor that surpasses all civilized 
lifestyles.
 
A South African film titled 
"The Gods




Africa  with the business 
boogies of the American city. 
The movie begins just as any 
science class boredom 
classic 
might begin with a 
narrator de-
scribing the gentle 
but deter-
mined ways of the 
Bushmen. 
Just
 as the Bushmen seg-
ment is 
about  to issue its last 
dose of sleeping 
medicine, the 
movie 
switches to the fast 
pace
 
of the freeway in some 
unknown 
city in 
America. The narrator is 
now
 describing, in similar
 lash 
ion, the antics of city
 dwellers. 
In the city 
is a young re-
porter named
 Kate Thompson 
who is disgusted
 with the insecu-
rities of her peers
 and the triv-
ialities of her 
life. Thompson 
opts to accept
 a teaching job and
 
travels to the









Of course, the 
tribe  of Bush-
men are unaware of 
life as it ex-
ists 
outside of the 
desert. Xi, the 
main
 Bushman, 
has gone out 
to 
hunt  for food.
 On his journey
 he 
finds what
 he believes to 











pilot.  The 
object
 is a dis-
carded  coke 
bottle,  and Xi's
 
tribe  discovers it 
is the most in-
valuable tool 
ever  sent from the 
the 
heavens.
 It helps 
prepare 
food, 
can be used 











hostility,  something 
the Bushmen
 have never known. 





 it has 
caused such 
displeasure  among 
the tribe. Xi is sent
 out to rid the 
world of it by 
















offers  to pick










one  more 
twist.  The 
focus of 















































and  editor of 
"The  Gods 
Must  Be 
Crazy." 
At times, he 
has intention-
ally sped 
up the film to em-




"The Gods Must Be Crazy" 
was made four years ago. 
Chil-
dren will enjoy the slapstick 
comedy and even end up 
repeat-
ing the "aye yaye 
yaye"  Andrew 
utters while making a fool 
of
 
himself in front of Kate. 
The stars of 
the film may not
 
be familiar to American
 audi-
ences.  Marius Weyers plays 
the 
part of Andrew Steyn, Sandra 




(does his name really 
have an 
exclamation
 point in 
it?)
 plays Xi. 
This movie is perfect














 herself in a 
jam.
 






















ago,  when perhaps
 the 
worst thing a man had to 
contend with was a hungry 
saber
-tooth






















meat  slung over his 
shoulder.
 































 on your back after 
you
 leave Lucky's 
with a sack of 
groceries
 is gone. True, it 
may be 
a little risky 
jockeying the BMW 
through 




 somehow that 
doesn't
 qualify. How
 then, does 
modern man prove
 he's made of 
the right








 produced by 
SJSU's
 Theatre Arts 
Department,  
wrestles with the problem and 
attempts 
to answer the question. 
Directed by SJSU professor 
Hal J. Todd, 
the play features a 
cast consisting mostly of SJSU 
drama 
students.  "The Male 
Animal" illustrates one man's 
solution 
to
 the dilemma of modern 
man. 
The dilemma is that
 of Tommy 





University.  It is 1%3. Turner is 
caught between playing it safe and 
appeasing the board of trustees, or 
standing up for what he belives in 
and risk 
losing  his job. 
During the Red scare of the 
early
 '50a, when 
McCarthy 
conducted
 his inquisition, some 












 when he 
wants to 
read  a letter



































David  0. 





 his wife 





























































































 to a humiliating 




opening  night 
per-
formance  of 'The Male Ani-






Manley  for 



































































































































































































relief  in 
the role of 
the  maid Cornelia. 
Thurber 






 actor Elliot Nugent in 
IWO. 
The comedy became a hit and 
Henry Fonda starred in the role of 
Tommy Turner in the film version 
It is a comedy which deals with 
serious matters  the battle 
between the sexes and the issue of 
academic freedom. 
But Thurber likes to 
make his 
revelations
 through comedy. The 
truth does hurt sometimes, and it's 
usually less 
painful
 to laugh during 
these 
moments  of self-discovery. 
Thurber's 
method  was to 
"write humor the way a surgeon 
operates ... because I have the 
hope it may do some good." 
The Male Animal will play 
Oct. 25, 26, and 27 at the University 
Theatre located at Fifth and San 
Fernando Streets. 
Show  time is  8 
p.m. General admission 
is
 $6, 
student and senior citizens
 is M. 












 Night: Both here 
and 
beyond.
 . . 
By Cindy Roberts 
This year Halloween falls on 
Wednesday, an incredibly inconve-
nient night to celebrate anything. 
Nonetheless, the Entertainer has 
received a barrage of press re-
leases from people who are hell-
bent on acknowledging it anyway. 
Marriott's Great America, 
known for celebrations on a grand 
scale, is having not one, but three 
Halloween Fright Nights instead. 
Among the events are a Witch 
Hunt, a Costume 
Contest  and 
Trick -or -Treat for
 the tots. Not 
scary enough for 
you?
 
They've  got 
a concert featuring Michael Jack-
son and Rod Stewart
 look-alikes, 
which sounds pretty grisly, Hal-
loween or not. Tickets are $9.95, 
those who are 55 and older can get 
in for $7.75, with kids three and 
under getting in 
free. 
If a trip out to Marriott's is not
 
your idea of fiendish fun, be it ever 
so humble, there's no place like 
SJSU. "Dangerous Nights"
 will be 
presented in our own Faculty 
Din-
ing Room. It's a melange from the 
sublime to the grotesque, from the 
hysterical to the tragic. (The 
show, not the Faculty Dining 
Room.) It stars actor, director
 and 
theatrical storyteller Bob 
Jenkins,
 
and composer and electronic
 musi-
cian Allen Strange
 ( honest). Tick-
ets 
are  $13.13 
( get ir ) for the Hal-
loween -night show, and include 
dinner,  no-host 
cocktail  hour and 
the 
show. For reservations and in-
formation call 277-3460. 
If "Dangerous Nights" doesn't 
sound dangerous enough, and 
you're not dying to find out what 
the Faculty Dining Room looks 
like, how about
 a night with The 
Tubes and Eddie and the Tide? 
You can catch them October 
31 at 
the San Jose Civic 
Auditorium.  
The show 
starts at 700 p.m. Billed 
as a "Halloween Extravaganza 
and Masquerade Ball," the press 
release says some pyrotechnics 
and "other production surprises 
qualify this as possibly the biggest 
in San Jose Civic history." It 
doesn't 
say  the biggest what, just 
the 










 adding to 
the  
"bigness"
 of it all are 
a full game 
casino with 
roulette, 














 Erotic, Most 
Exotic and 
( get 
this) Most Tubular. 
Seeing  
who wins 




 of admission 
alone. A 
reserved
 ticket is $25, gen-
eral admission is 
$15.  Tickets at 









 Party" is 
happen-
ing in Santa 
Cruz at the Civic
 Audi-
torium on 
October 31 at 700 
p.m. 
It's 
got the costume 
contest, with 
more than $400 in 
cash  prizes in the 
following categories:
 Best Over-
all, Best Original, Best
 Object, 
Best
 Couple or Group, 
Best Celeb-
rity Male, Best 
Celebrity  Female, 
Best
 Complete Nerd, 
and Scariest 
No Most Tubular, 
but that's the 
breaks. Tickets are $5.50 
advanced 
and $6 at 
the door. Call 429-3444
 for 
tickets and information. 
Feeling
 arty? There's 
the 
Works' Seventh Annual 
Masked 
Ball. It 
begins at 8:48 p.m. 
( that's 
what it says) 
at the First Unitarian 
Church at 160 N. Third in 
beautiful  




 event is the MisArt Contest. 
Here's how it's
 described: "The 




event  open to all 
sexes, with the 
definition of MisArt 
the responsibility
 of each contes-
tent."  There is also a program of 
music by 
Carmaig  de Forest, 
Heidi Bekebrede,
 The Wonders of 
Science and The Tuks. 
That 
wraps  it up 











 of you 
who can 
sleep


























music  wizard Allen 
Strange 
Bob 
Jenkins  in "Dangerous Nights,"  a 
Halloween  









The San Jose 
Repertory  Com-
pany opens the curtains on its 
5th 
anniversary season November 21, 
and with it, more quality live en-
tertainment than ever before. 
"The purpose of the 
company 
is to provide real, high quality en-
tertainment for the people in the 
Bay 
Area,"
 said David Limos, 27 -
year -old producer and director for 
San Jose Rep, 
with obvious enthu-
siasm. 
Limos, a television production 
graduate
 of the University of 
Santa 




since its beginnings in 1981. Exec-
utive Producer James Reber, a 
University of California at Berke-
ley graduate, started the company 
after hearing that the city of San 
Jose was looking for 
someone to 
start the city's first professional  
theater company. 
"He took up the goblet and 
said he would do it," Limos said. 
He said it was nine months be-
fore the company had its first re-
hearsal, but the workers 
were  
driven by Reber's desire, and
 the 




"We had never done anything, 
but we 
asked  people to trust us," 
Limos said. 
This 
year the company is 
shooting for 7,700 subscriptions 
The Rep is 
currently
 consid-
ering buying a two -theatre
 com-
plex 
in downtown San Jose and 
working toward 
having a year-
long theater season. 
"I think there's enough of an 
audience who wants good 
quality  
theater and don't want to have to 
drive to 




 and directs 
the 
company's  six plays and di-
rects 
one  per season. Before the 












 in January we decide 
on the season's
 shows, and based 
on what we 




He said three 
of the company's 
shows this season will be 
Bay  Area 
premiers. 
"What  I Did Last Sum-
mer," described as  
"a
 story of a 
young 
man's summer in America
 
in the mid -1940s," 




 through December 9. 
"Extremitites,"  a powerful 
play about a young woman's cap-
ture of a would-be rapist in her 






) is a risky one
 
because of the 
subject
 matter, but 
I think the people 
can handle it," 
Limos
 said. "They'll
 be talking 





 Her 37th 
Birthday," de-
scribed as a 
"warm  and sensitive 
drama of the 

















According  to Limos.
 the Rep is 
a place
 where actors





 Norman, a 
theatre
 arts 
senior at SJSU, plays
 the role of 
Gillian, a 16-year
-old  girl in the 
play. Norman 
said her young 
looks  
and her past 
work with the
 Rep 


















 soon be 
working
 as an 
apprentice
 for the 
Actors' 
Equity  
















Zi-36 at the 
Center  For The 
Per-
forming Arts. 
"Subscribers  get to see 
six 
shows for the price
 of five," said 
David 
Delong,
 the Rep's publicist.
 
"We throw in the grand
 perfor-
mance as an 
extra  bonus for sub-
scribers." 
Limos said the 
company  has 
hired 
more union 
workers  than 
last year,
 with many 
residing  out-
side the Bay 
Area. 
"The 




 will also be more ex-
pensive," he said. 
Each  show has a 
budget of between $75,000 to $90,-









 budget is cur-
rently slightly under 
$1 million," 
he said. 
Limos  said the emphasis at the 
Rep is to sell a 
whole season of per-
formances to subscribers rather 
than to just 
sell tickets individu-
ally for each performance. 
"Sixty percent 
of
 the season 
tickets are sold at this point, and 
we hope to have 77 percent sold by 
the first show." he said. 
The company wants students 
to understand how close and con-
venient the theatre is, and hope-
fully also becoming subscribers, 
Limos said. But the Rep has other 
ways students can enjoy the 
theatre's performances at 
a low 
cost. 
"Student rush" allows stu-
dents who 
arrive  30 minutes before 
the show to get in at half price. 
Also, if a student calls up before-




 in free. 
"(Action) is live and
 happen-
ing right in 
front of you," Limos 
explained. "You don't have to pass 
an IQ test to see 
it. We'll make 
sure 





who attend a Rep 
performance





"I'm just going to entertain 
them for a. bit," he 
said "There's 












































































































































































represent  the 
popu-
lar 






Trio,  and 





 offspring of 
John 
and Yoko, makes his 
record-
ing debut on 
the album. Each of 
the artists were 
allowed
 to create 
their own arrangements, use 
their 
own personal producers, and use 
musicians of their choice. 
Ono has already
 proven that 




off-key  vocal style punc-
tuated with orgasmic moans and 
terrified shrieks. With the release 
of 
"Every  






















































































































































































































airplay.  The 
song
 has a 
universal





 the tune has 
the most 
potential to be a 
commercial  suc-
cess, 
"Goodbye  Sadness" is the 
best song on the 
album.
 "Goodbye 
Sadness" is a sweet, pleasant -
sounding song performed by ace 
musicians. 
Roberta  Flack's seduc-
tive voice is in fine form on this 
light reggae number. 
The musicians Flack
 chose to 
work with are some
 of the best ( if 





























































































































































































































































































































side to a 
Money  single.
 





 is her 
lyrics.  
The













Dream come true 
Dream power 
Dream energy 
And the song 
goes  on in a similar 
vein for nearly four full 
minutes. 
On "Dogtown," a song 
per-
formed by Alternating 





porridge  stuck 
Pease 
porridge in 
the  pot nine 
years 
old  
Some  gets 
paid
 
Some gets grades 
Some 






melodies  of the 
song are




 for a 
redeeming  
quality
 in the lyrics.
 But again, 
the 
listener 
will be left 
hungry.


































Wendy  Stitt 
The Vels, an American easy 
listening,
 new wave group have 
combined funk, pop and synthesiz-
ers to create a 
pleasant  and en-
joyable debut album called 
"Ve-
locity". 
From Philadelphia, the group 
is comprised of only one woman 
and two men, with major lead vo-
calist Alice DeSoto featuring a 
clear, crisp voice.  For once, the 
words to songs on an album can be 
understood without an accompa-
nying lyrical sheet. 
DeSoto, who was born in Cin-
cinnati and moved to Philadelphia 
with her family when she was five, 
also plays the keyboards and
 per-
cussion. In fact, the only 
member  
of the band originally from Phila-
delphia is 
Chris  Larkin 




sponsible for The 
Vels
 bass, 
with background vocals and 
key-
board work. 
Hanson  moved to 
Philadelphia 
five years ago from 
his native New Orleans, after play-
ing 
in a band called 
"The  Nor-
mals." 
Although the group 
was 
formed 




 have built up a 
strong 
local  following. 
While still harboring
 some of 
the best new wave and funk 
style  
music 




excellent  album to calm 
the 
nerves after a long day. 
"Look My Way" 
is a fresh 
song with the proverbial "good 
beat." 
Although the 
lyrics to most 
pieces 
lack




funk  music 
more 
than  make up 
for
 it. 
If one enjoys bass 
and  a lot of 
electronic  effects, 
the track "Hei-
roglyphics" 
























 never say on television." 
appearing
 at the 
San 
Jose
 Civic Auditorium 
November 4, 1984 at 8:00 p.m. 
Tickets 




 Record Factory, San Jose Box 
Office,
 
and the Bass Ticket Office at 363 22nd St., 




service  charge. 
Watch out for counterfeit tickets. 
Buy 

















 becoming a 
big 
hit. It 
is one of those










 the song. 
The 
debut  LP was 






Nassau.  Stanley 
is 
known
 for his 
work
 with the 
"Tom 
Tom Club",
 "B -52s", Grace
 Jones, 
"Black
 Uhuru" and others. 









you turn on the 
radio, 
but are not 
quite  ready for a 
whole 
album of 




 you have not 
yet heard of 
"The  Vels", sooner
 or later you 
will  and 
chances are 
that
 it will 
be 


















































Hong Sing Tea House is for you 
- if you like a little adventure 
while eating. 
To prepare for the trip, gather 
together a large team of explorers. 
With a party of eight or more, you 
can 
order a greater variety of 
things without getting full too 
quickly. 
Be sure to include a chinese 
in-
terpreter in your party. If none can 
be found, recruit a friendly face 
sitting next to you once you're in-
side. You'll need someone to ex-
plain what's in the food you're 
about to eat. 
Adventure season begins at 9 
a.m. and goes until 3 p.m. daily 
when Dim Sum is served. 
Dim Sum, or "heart's de-
light," is easily 
recognized  be-
cause it is meant to be a snack or 
light lunch. Morsels are fried, 
baked or steamed and likely to be 
wrapped in doughs that have 
been
 




After you've found your way to 
the restaurant, you should try to 
get a seat near 
the kitchen  ( pre-
ferrably in an aisle seat). Once 
seated, you now 
have
 a chance to 
survey
 the room. It is usually filled 
with chinese families, a sure 
sign 
you have reached the right
 place. 
Indeed, the Dim Sum
 at Hong Sing 
is some of the 
most  authentic 
available in the South
 Bay. 
If you happen 
to
 catch sight of 
the live crabs 
clicking  their claws 
in the corner, 
don't  blanch. A true 
Dr. Livingston 
smiles in the face of 
danger.
 
Once you and your party have
 
gotten this far, you'll 
find a menu 
is a useless guide. Instead, look
 for 




be asked to make quick 
decisions about what you want to 
eat. Be sure you observe steam
 ris-
ing from the 
metal  pans. This is 
why you sit near the kitchen in 
order to be the 
first  served. Other-
wise,
 you could be selecting some-
thing from a 
cart that has already 
been around the room once or 
twice.
 If this is the case, the
 food is 
to 
be classified D.O.A.,





and  not 
as 
appetizing  as in its 
heated
 state. 
Dim Sum is divided
 into three  
categories:  salted, sweet
 and spe-
cial 






 Salted Dim 
Sum in-
cludes  BBQ Pork Bun
 at a tasty 
$1.35 
for three pieces. 
Another 
salted dish, 




The special dish 
dressed in 
camouflage 
green is really Sweet 
Rice with Chicken wrapped in 
Lotus Leaf.
 It is a fairly bland dish 
for $1.90. Rice Noodles with 
Shrimp is also mild until the cart -




sweet  dishes? 
Then search 
for a bright yellow
 
custard in a 
crust. This dish
 is an 
Egg Tart





have  a sweet 
bean paste












 the same 












































































for  $6 is 
squid,






 a nest 
of hard
 noodles. 










time  is a 




 more fun. 
So, the next 
time you find 
yourself
 with an 
empty  stomach 
and a 
mind  for 
adventure,  try 
Hong Sing Tea 
House.
 










 1144 N. Fourth
 St., San 
Jose. 
Heading
 north on Hwy
 11, 
take 
the First Street 
exit and head 
downtown. 
Turn left at 
the  first 
stoplight, 
which  is Burton 
Street.
 
Burton ends at 
Fourth  Street at the 
tea house 
parking
 lot. Hong Sing is 
open daily 





press and Visa are 
accepted.  
By Karen Salom 
It's Saturday evening and the 
streets are 
empty of weekend 
cruisers. The sun begins to cast its 
shadows at 6 p.m., which is also 
the  time that stomachs  start to 
growl. If you find the time, stop for 
dinner at Tony Roma's Restaurant 
 A Place for Ribs.
 
This place is 
visible  from 
Highway 
280,
 but the entrance 
may be hard to find since it's hid-
den between a gas station and a 7-
11 store. Because the entrance 
seems to be more of a back way 
into a dark alley, it could serve as 
a sign to check out another place. 
But, if your stomach rumbles 
louder, this is the place to go. 
As the months get colder, the 
restaurant's appearance intrigues 
potential patrons by posing
 as a 
home-like, wood
 shingle ski lodge. 
Lured by the vision of folded back 
iron gates, Tony Roma's welcomes 
its visitors. 
After a short wait, you are 
seated at a 
table  on one of three 
levels of the restaurant.
 Each level 
is lined with a row of mirrors 
and  
decorated
 with pictures of wildlife 
scenes and 
indians.  
No matter which level you're
 
seated at, tables are set up in open 
areas  so be ready to 
have your 
meal in a noisy environment. For-
tunately, the tables are clean and 
the chairs are comfortable. An-
other plus to the setting is a fire-
place on the lower level 
of
 the res-
taurant. It gives the place a real 
"home sweet home" atmosphere, 
but only when it's lit. 
For dinner, a basket of bread 
is served first. This is included 
with any dinner order. Salads are 
not included 






 prices of $1.25 to $4.75.
 
The




 sandwiches or 
ham-
burgers in 
the  $5 range. Side 
dishes can also 
be
 ordered from a 




 bits and onion rings. 
For the main course,
 patrons 
can choose
 barbecued chicken. 
barbecued beef, 
New York cut sir-
loin steak, London 
broil  or fried 
trout. But, Tony Roma's speciality 
is barbecued 
ribs. 
With an order of the baby back 






















MON Blue Scooter 
TUE Danny Hue and Spang-A-Lang 
WED The Heartbeats 



















Students  With 
Campus  Service Cards 
Get $ 1.00
 Off Cover 






 of cole 
slaw
 and a 
baked potato or 






Barbecue  Stuff 













Don't  be 
afraid to 
make  a mess, 
because  
that's how
 they are best 
enjoyed. 
They leave 





the ribs are 
small,
 and you 
probably will
 still have some 
room
 
left in your tummy. 
After the meal, 
moist  tow-
eletts are offered 
so
 that the rib 
sauce that was left on your hands 
and
 instead of your mouth can be 
cleaned up. 
After dinner, cheesecake for 
$1.75 will 
compliment  any meal. 
The waiters
 and waitresses 
seemed to be 
rushed,  but they 
serve meals efficiently. 
Busboys
 
are courteous and keep an eye on 
your table to clear dishes when a 
meal is completed. 





































waiter  for 
a doggie 
bag 



























































11 a.m. to 
2 p.m. 
and  3 
p.m. to 
2 a.m. On 
Sunday, 






















































































doors from the theater) 
Open: 
Mon-Thur,  11-9 
Fri fis Sat, 
11-11,  Sun 12-8 
 -a 
